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By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A defiant
Saddam Hussein' rejected charges of war
crimes and genocide
against him in a court
appearance today, telling
a judge "this is all theater, the real criminal is
Bush'," according to .a
reporter in an official
Media pool.
Saddam's hands were
cuffed when he Was
Hussein
brought to the court but
the '''sliackles
were
removed for the artdignment. which lasted
•
about 30 minutes.

it ... this is all theater, the real criminal is Bush ... 71

— Saddam Hussein
"I am Saddam Hussein, the president of
Vag," Saddam said, according to the CNN
reporter. ,
In, his first • public appearance since he
was oaptured seven months ago, Saddam
refused to sign a list of charges against him
and questioned the Court's- jurisdiction,
according-to A CNN reporter.w.hd was in the
courtroom assart of a pool arrangembnt. He
defended 'die Invasion orKawail, saying
.,Saddart: said he invaded Kuwait "for,.the

•Despite Weathet Fore'casts
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Iraqi people."
Saddam was flown by helicopter from an
undisclosed location and driven to a court
room on U.S. base. He was led from an
armored bus escorted by two Iraqi prison
guards and ushered through a door guarded
by six more Iraqi policemen, the report said.
The bus was escorted by four humvees and
an ambulance.
Strict pool arrangements severely limited
media access to the hearing.

The charges against Saddam were
expected to include war crimes, genocide
and crimes against humanity. A formal
indictment with specific charges is expected
later, Chalabi said. The trial isn't expected
until 2005.
"The next legal step would be that the
investigations start proper with investigative
judges and investigators beginning the
process of gathering evidence," he said.
"Down the line, there will be an indictment,
if there is enough evidence — obviously,
and a time table starts with respect to a trial
date."
Saddam and the other 11 suspects were
transferred to Iraqi custody Wednesday. He
and the others are no longer prisoners of war

but are still locked up with U.S. forces as
their jailers.
"They were surprised that they were told
they're in Iraqi custody," Chalabi told AP
Radio.
President Ghazi al-Yawer told an Arab
newspaper that Iraq's new government has
decided to reinstate the death penalty, suspended during the U.S. occupation.
U.S. and Iraqi officials hope the trial will
lay bare the atrocities of his regime and help
push the country toward normalcy after
years of tyranny, the U.S.-led invasion and
the insurgency that has blossomed in its
aftermath.

See Page 2

Don't Look Directly At It!

By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
Those 'visiting Murray for this
weekend's Freedom Fest activities remain since they cannot be-moved;
may want to have raincoats and however Wright is currently looking
umbrellas handy. -The weekend for a• place to move the band and
weather forecast could put a damper street dance in the event of wet
onFourth of July'festivities.
— weather-That location, though, has
The National Weather Servive in ' not yelbeen determined.
Murray-Calloway
Ctunty
Paducah is predicting a 60 percent
Chamber
of Commerce Executive
chance of rain with thunderstorms
for Friday and Saturday. But as far Director Tab Brockman said there it'
as a contingency plan or the down- a raimplan in place for the Freedolt)
town street fair, the event will — iii 'fest 'Invitational baseball tourna-.
mem over the weekend.
true entertainment fashion
go on.
"When you're doing anything
With roughly 60 venders, it's not
outside,
that's all you can do (is
possible to move them to an indoor
plan),"
Brockman
said. "There are
.facility. Deana Wright, director of
certain triings you can control_ and
Murray "Main Street, said it's-up
things
you can't."
the venders whether or not they
Tarps willhe put
down on
want to stay in.the rain.
The rock wall and joust Will also
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Wayne believes in
keeping things simple
By JOHN WRIGHT •
Staff Writer
Dreamworks Nashville singersongwriter Jimmy Wayne is not letting the success of his self-titled
debut album go to his head. The
product of a very challenging childhood in North Carolina. the 31year-old musician believes in a simple philosophy to life.
"You can see that in the car I
drive," said Wayne, who will appear
with Sara Evans and longtime country standout John Anderson in this
year's Froggy 103 Country Music
Concert as part of Murray's
Freedom Fest Saturday night at Roy
Stewart Stadium. Two singles from
that album — "Stay Gone" and '1
Love You This Much"— have both
Jimmy Wayne
reached the top 10. "You seen the
gas prices lately? Man! That's why gift of writing songs at the age of
I've still got this four-door Honda 12. Combining that gift with his
CVCC. There's no Way I'm getting own experiences, Wayne has prosomething like a Suburban right duced works that seem to resonate
with listeners, many of whom have
now, not with it like this.
"I don't need it."
told him how his songs are helping
He also knows a lot of people of them cope with issues in their own
the world do not need all the trouble lives.
with which they are dealing, which
is why he feels God gave him the

See Back Page

Kenny Duncan.of the Calloway County Schools maintenance department uses a welding torch to
join pieces of a metal cage that will surround a transformer alongside Calloway County High
School this morning.

•

Fletcher spending plan
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A judge ruled that Gov.
Ernie Fletcher could run state government under his
own spending plan since the General
Assembly failed to pass a budget for
the fiscal year that began today.
Franklin County Circuit Judge
Roger Crittenden said government
could continue "at the last level the
legislature approved ... in its last,
regularly approved budget," which
was passed last year.
At.
Crittenden said that meant
Fletcher
Fletcher could not undertake building projects or new programs that
were not previously authorized and funded by the
General Assembly. But neither would state government
grind to a halt at midnight.
"I don't believe the legislative branch can destroy the
government of the commonwealth by inaction,"
Crittenden said in a hearing. "The question is in the
details of what the governor can be authorized to do."
Fletcher on Monday issued a "public services continuation plan to nm through Sept. 30 — the end of the

first quarter of the fiscal year. He said he would issue a
follow-up plan for the second quarter if the state was
still without a budget.
Crittenden said questions that would have to be litigated included whether state government and school
employees would have to be given 5 percent pay raises,
as specified in a statute. Fletcher's plan would give 2
percent raises.
Crittenden's ruling also would put on hold a handful
of new projects Fletcher proposed to fund with cash,
including $5.5 million for a new technical school at
Bowling Green. The school has been described as
essential to the state's getting a Magna International
truck frame plant in the area.
Other new, proposed projects being delayed were a
$4.4 _million aircraft hangar at a military depot in
Fayette County, a $1.2 million roof for a rehabilitation
center near Paintsville and a $2 million technology project in state government.
Fletcher also wanted to provide funding for "Read to
Achieve," a child literacy initiative championed by first
lady Glenna Fletcher. State Budget Director Brad
Cowgill said it was not clear how that was affected by
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Hospital
looking at
options for
expansion
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway'
County
Hospital has a expansion project
at could total as much as $47 million planned on paper. But the organization's Board of Trustees is running new options — including lessening the total project cost —
through their minds hoping to make
the best use of the hospital's debt
capacity.
The hospital's 170,000-square
; foot expansion project has been on
the drawing board for two years.
but the organization's governing
body is taking a step back to make
sure it can handle any debt th•! project incurs. The Board of Trustees
heard from consultant Todd
Dougan. who is the outgoing chief
financial officer at Troyer
Foundation in Madisonville, and
Cain Brothers investment banker
Matt Goldreich at its meeting
Wednesday afternoon.
"How much can we afford'?"
Goldreich said. "You need to look
at that before you decide what you
want to afford."
Despite weakened financial
operations in 2003, Goldreich said
MCCH has successful historical
financial records, putting the organ=
ization in good market position to
attract national attention and to
recruit superb physicians.
MCCH currently owns 326.128
square feet — or 24 acres — at its
main campus. The Wellness Center
adds 4 aces, West View occupies
8.28 acres with its nursing home
and adult day care, and the
Marshall County Clinic adds 1.7
acres. The project proposes adding.
space for a variety of functions —
C patient rooms, emergency department. nursery and postpartum
areas, radiology, surgery, cardiology, cardiac rehabilitation and outpatient laboratory.
"You don't want to bite off more
than you can chew that will prevent
you from
going forward."
Goldreich said."You ma' have $50
million in debt capacity, but do you
really want to do that? You have to
do what's best in the hospital's
interest now and in the future."
According to Dougan. using all
the hospital's possible debt capacity to complete the expansion project would limit other capital costs,
such as annual expenses to update
equipment that total about $4.5 or
$5 million. -That's the price you
pay for being in health care with all
the necessary updates," he said.
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Sheriff'sLog
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
• On Sunday at approximately 4:40 p.m., Deputy Tim Reynolds
ievestigated an injury crash on KY 1824 at the intersection of Edward*
Lane According to the report Charles J. Burton. age 25 of Benton, was
tae sing out of a driveway across from Edwards Lane He failed to see
a v,.htcle traveling south on 1824 The southbound vehicle dnven by
Ivayo L Bozhilov age 26 of Murray struck the vehicle as it backed out.
Rozeilov was cited to appear in court for not having insurance
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies
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Correction
member of Greater Hope Baptist
Church and not the pastor as listed
in the cutline for Jake!, Inc. published Wednesday.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The
Calloway County
Courthouse and county offices will
be closed Monday, July 5, in
observance for July 4.
• The Murray Sanitation
Department will be closed Monday
for the Independence Day holiday.
Monday customers should put.
containers out Tuesday for pickup.
Other customers should set containers out on regularly scheduled
days. Somre routes may run late
in some areas.
The Murray Tranfer Station will
also be closed Monday.
•To report a newsworthy note
a for the Town Crier, call 753-1916.

WEATHER
Tonight will have
a 50% c hance of
rain.
Friday will have a
y LOW: 60% chance of
rain.
Saturday will have
a 60% chance of
rain.

A82
68

Cassini settles into Saturn orbit
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) -After seven years of hunling
through space to the outer solar system, the U.S.-European Cassini
spacecraft squeezed through a gap
in Saturn's shimmering rings, fired
its brakes and settled into a nearperfect orbit around the giant planet.
Mission scientists and engineers
watched tensely at NASA's Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory
late
Wednesday as a signal indicated
first that Cassini had safely passed
through the ring plane and then per.a.aa.tastaa.erase_
"I can tell you it feels awfully
good to be in orbit around the lord
of the rings," JPL Director and
Cassini radar team member Charles
Elachi said afterward.
The first images from Cassini's
close encounter with the rings were
expected sometime Thursday morn'ing, along with data on the spacecraft's performance.
Putting the first spacecraft into
orbit around Saturn marked another
major success this year for NASA,
which has had two rovers operating
on Mars since January and has a
spacecraft heading home with samples from a comet encounter.
NASA Administrator Sean
O'Keefe, in a call from Washington,
D.C. Wednesday, called the orbit
insertion an "amazing victory" and
part of a "double header," following
a successful spacewalk by the international space station crew earlier in
the evening.
A carefully choreographed
maneuver allowed Cassini to be
captured by Saturn's gravity as it
arced within 12,500 miles of the
giant planet's cloud tops.
Using its big radio dish as a
shield against small particles,-'the
spacecraft ascended through a gap
between two of the rings, then spun
around and fired its engine for more
than I 1/2 hours to slow its acceleration. The craft then rotated again to
place its shielding antenna in front
as it descended back through the
gap.
The maneuver had to be carried
out automatically because Earth and
Saturn are currently more than.900,
million miles apart and radio Signals
take more than 80 minutes to travel
each way..- '
•
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AP Photo

Bob Mitchell, Cassini Program Manager, left, reacts with Charles
Elachi, Director of JPL in the mission control room as the
Cassini spacecraft successfully enters Saturn's orbit at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., Wednesday. The
Cassini spacecraft slipped between Saturn's rings and started
its orbit of the planet, seven years and 2.2 billion miles after it
began its journey.
Navigation team chief Jeremy
Jones said initial analysis showed
the orbit to be so good that a"cleanup" maneuver planned for
Saturday would be very small.
The orbital insertion came after

two decades of work by scientists in
the United States and 17 nations.
The $3.3 billion mission was funded
by NASA. the European Space
Agency and the Italian Space
Agency.

Central Park fields 3, 5, 6 and 7,
which are all dirt fields. "The park
works very hard to get other fields
in shape and playable," he added.
The last game is scheduled to
start at 6 p.m. Saturday. Games can
be pushed back until Sunday or
even Monday if rain prohibits them
. from being played at the scheduled
time.
Altnouih'"Niuri Ziy: Tourism
Commission is responsible for
coordinating Freedom Fest, it are
not responsible for each individual
Varioig colmnittees wiffabe
responsible for deciding how to
handle particular events, such as
Sunday's
Character
Counts
Olympics and fireworks display, in
the event of inclement weather.
"I'm sure everybody right now
is trying to figure out what to do,"
said Ryan Ray, Murray Tourism
Commission director. "We're really
going to hope and pray that it doesn't (rain)."

•Hospital ...
From Front

Goldreich encouraged trustees
to prioritize the hospital's needs. He
suggested making feat'. lists —
essential components, very important keys that keep the organization
moving forward, nice-to-have cont
ponents that would be good if
affordable, and wish-list items. The
county and city governments own
From Front
the not-for-profit hospital, making
it the epitome of a community
Crittenden's order.
health care organization.
Cowgill's deputy. Bill Hintze, said the-administration also was mulling
"This project is not about the
whether it could undertake another Fletcher initiative — $5 million for
numbers," Goldreich said. "A $5
planning and design of future construction projects.
million project is about the numAlso yet to be determined was whether Fletcher's plan to restore $10
bers. A $30 or $40 million project is
million in funding to public schools could proceed. Crittenden said it would
about you sitting here in this room.
have to be compared to the level of school funding in the current budget —
It's about the community. It's about
funding that was subject to cuts as Fletcher had to fend off a deficit.
people — staff, doctors, nurses,
The ruling came in a lawsuit by Attorney General Greg Stumbo, who
patients."
did not challenge Fletcher's authority to continue spending money but
In other business, the board:
instead raised the narrower issue of whether a spending plan could be used
• Unanimously approved a
=a--as is often done in the budget law — to suspend other statutes.
long-term care policy that CEO Jon
Stumbo said Fletcher did a "commendable job" of "not blatantly susO'Shaughnessy said will credit
pending any statutes," though fine details remain to be argued in court.
patients in that unit with meal costs
Also in court Wednesday. Crittenden said he would permit the citizen
if they are using feeding tubes.
group Commqn Cause to join the case and likely would do the same for
Meal costs are included in room
three Kentucky House members who filed a separate petition. All question
and board fees and now will be
-the governor's auth
nd motley without legislative appropriation.
In yet
. Senate Presidem'riet4WIIIIi6W, Mfen- , deducted if patients require feeding
tubes, which are additional costs on
dant in Stunibo's suit argued in papers fiat) with Crittenden that Fletcher
health care bills.
can spend money only for "iespecific and essential public service" until a
IN Approved the newly formed
budget is passed. Crittenden did not make a ruling.
audit committees recommendation
to use Louisville-based BKD as the
hospital's new auditing firm. Chief
of Staff Dr. Casey.Hines, Murray
Mayor Tom Rushing, Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins and chair Chris Wooldridge
make up the committee, which
interviewed three auditing firms.
"Each one we interviewed were
814 Coldwater Rd. - Murray
very well versed in health care.
That impressed me," Rushing said.
"BKD seemed to be the best choice,
the best selection for Murray...
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Woodmen of the World
Youth Members
This year your youth lodge will reimburse your $25.00
camp fee after attending CAMP W.O.W. July 12-16.
2004. There is limited space so get your camp registration in today. Contact 753-4377 Area Office or
Camp WOW 753-2319 for more information.
This is for Calloway County Woodmen of the World
Muth Lodge members only.

SALE

But the trial could have the
opposite effect, possibly widening
the chasm among Iraq's disparate
groups — Kurds, Shiites and
Sunnis.
"it's going to be the trial of the
century," National Security Adviser
Mouwafak
al-Rubaie
told
Associated Press Television News.
"Everybody is going to watch this
trial, and we are going to demonstrate to the outside,world that we
in the new Iraq are going to be an
example of what the new Iraq is all
about."
Wednesday's transfer of legal
custody took place in secret.
Chalabi said the defendants were
brought one by one into a room at
an undisclosed location and
informed of the change in their status to criminal suspects. They were
told that they will appear in court
within 24 hours to hear charges. he
said.
According to Chalabi, the 67year-old Saddam said "good morning- as he entered the room, liss
tened to the official explanation
and was told he could respond td
the complaints Thursday. He was
then hustled away.
"Some of them looked very
worried," Chalabi said of the ()Mei
defendants. They include formai
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz.
the
regime's
best-knowri
spokesman in the West; Ali Hasrui
al-Majid. known as "Chemical
Ali;" and former Vice President
Taha Yassin Ramadan.
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Lawyers for poor say clients will suffer under Fletcher plan

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Advocates for a statewide program
that provides legal services to the
poor are shocked that funds have
been slashed under Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's spending plan.
Fletcher's so-called "public services continuation plan" takes effect
on Thursday instead of a state budget. It includes a 27 percent cut in
state funds for Legal Aid — from
$1.3 million to about $970,000.
"We're in trouble," said Jamie
Harnon, executive director of the
Access to Justice Foundation in
LiaCtiltrg-tari,
arm of Kentucky's four regional
Legal Aid offices. "It's a grave day
for legal aid for the poor."
Doug Hogan, a Fletcher
spokesman, said Wednesday that the
Legal Aid funding should be sufficient, and that the cuts do not affect
public defenders who represent the
poor in criminal cases.
"I don't think that would have a
devastating effect on the system in
general," he said.
Legal Aid represents people in
areas such as consumer problems,
domestic cases, predatory lending
and government benefits.
Legal Aid lawyers said the cuts
— following several years of federal cuts — will force further scaling
back in offices that already are
forced to accept only the most

urgent cases on behalf of poor
clients.
"I'm sort of reeling," said Larry
York, executive director of
Appalachian Research and Defense
Fund, or Appalred, in Eastern
Kentucky. "We're already limiting
the type of cases that we can take."
York said he stands to lose about
$100,000 from his annual budget of
about $3.8 million to serve 33 counties, including some of Kentucky's
poorest.
"Basically, that's two attorneys,"
he said.

Legal Aid received about $6.7
million from the federal government
last year — an amount that has
decreased each year for the past several years, Hamon said. It employs
70 lawyers and last year handled
about 17,500 cases — about 250
cases per lawyer, she said.
Legal Aid directors said they
worry what the cutback will mean
for poor people facing eviction,
domestic abuse or victimization by
unscrupulous lenders or sales peopie.
"We have people that are waiting

5 DAYS ONLY

for help. We have people that we now for two years," said Jeff Been,
have to turn away," said Dennis Bricking's associate director.
Bricking, executive director of the
Mary Bush, a Legal Aid Society
Legal Aid Society of Louisville, board member, said the cuts mean
which serves Jefferson and 15 sur- less legal help for those most in
rounding counties. "Our clients are need.
in dire straits."
'There are an awful lot of clients
Bricking said he expects to lose who need it," she said. "It will be a
about $57,000 in state funds from terrible blow."
his annual budget of about $2.8 milHogan said the Fletcher adminislion. His office already is cutting tration is doing the best it can for
spending and staff haven't had rais- Legal Aid under tight budget cones for two years, he said.
straints and lack of a formal budget
"We understand there's a tight approved by lawmakers.
budget but we've been doing this
"If that's an area lawmakers want
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University
appointments
made by Gov.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Longtime Republican fund-raisers
and political insiders were among
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's selections
Wednesday to fill vacancies on university boards across the state.
Fletcher appointed 21 people to
vacancies on the university governing boards of Kentucky's public
universities. The list includes 17
Republicans, three Democrats and
an independent.
"I am proud to announce each of
these appointments as they have
displayed lifelong results of effective leadership and rock-solid values," Fletcher said in a release.
"Each appointee has a deep passion
for the university they will serve."
Among the schools with new
board members are: University of
Kentucky, University of Louisville,
Eastern Kentucky, Kentucky State,
Morehead State, Murray State,
Northern Kentucky and Western
Kentucky. Fletcher also made
appointments to the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority and the KCTCS Board of
Regents.
Keith Hall, Fletcher's deputy
chief of staff, said a candidate's
political donations or affiliations
didn't factor into their appointments. Each candidate was
screened by a bipartisan committee, Hall said. Fletcher then chose
from a list of three candidates for
each vacancy, he said.
"Any suggestion that political
activity was either the sole factor or
even a significant factor in receiving an appointment is simply not
borne out by the evidence," Hall
said.
Still, two of Fletcher's three
appointments to the University of
Kentucky's Board of Trustees —
Mira Ball of Lexington, and
Stephen Branscum of Russell
Springs, gave Fletcher a combined
$4,000 for his gubernatorial race,
according to records filed with the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance.
Fletcher's first choice for lieutenant governor, Hunter Bates, also
received an appointment. Bates,
who was disqualified as Fletcher's
original running mate for not meeting residency requirements, was
named to the Eastern Kentucky
University Board of Regents.
Fletcher
appointed
also
Republican Steve Poe of Louisville
to the board.

to revisit when they reach an agreement on tax modernization and the
budget, that would be their prerogative," Hogan said.
Hogan said the Fletcher administration had intended to reduce funds
for Legal Aid in the budget it presented lawmakers earlier this year,
although the amount was not specifically listed as a line item.
House lawmakers added a specific budget line for Legal Aid in the
budget they passed, funding it at
$1.3 million, the previous year's
level.
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Bush's
Churchill vs.
Kerry's Atlee
The basic issue in the 2004 election is not a dash of two leaders or
two parties or even two ideologies.
It is a battle between two issues for
supremacy. It boils down to a simple question: Do voters want a
wartime or a peacetime president?
Even as the
polling shows a
nationervenly
divided.
Americans are
curiously united
in their perceptions of the two
candidates. By
20 points or
more, they agree
that Bush is betMorris
ter on terrorism,
Advisory national defense.
By Dick Morris and.homeland
security. Even
Syndicated
on Iraq, even on
Columnist
the worst days,
they give Bush a
10-point margin
over Kerry. On the other hand, they
give Kerry a lead of double digits
on job creation, education, healthcare, Social Security, prescription
drug prices and the ens ironment.
To fight the war on terror, they
want Bush. To handle domestic
problems, they want Kerry. How
similar the situation is to the 1945
Churchill vs. Atlee election in the
United Kingdom. There, even
though Britain was still at war with
Japan — and nobody knew about
the bomb as yet — voters opted for
Atlee's superior capacity to deliver
on peacetime promises like healthcare and social security.
-- Grasping this basic fact, Sen.
John Kerry(D-Mass.) is taking a
page out df the Clinton playbook
for 1996 and the Bush strategy of
2000 and trying some triangulation
of his own. While Clinton hugged
the GOP on issues like welfare
reform and deficit reduction and
Bush mimicked the Democratic
agenda by stressing education standards and vowing to leave "no child
behind." so Kerry is broadly supportive of Bush's actions in Iraq
and in the war on terror.
Kerry's reluctance to part company with Bush on current and
future steps in Baghdad does not, of
course, stop him from criticizing
past administration actions, but he
is careful not to allow any real daylight to shine through his proposals
for the future in Iraq and those of
the Bush people. Like the administration, he wants more international
support for our efforts and like the
president he wants to turn power
over to the Iraqis as quickly as pos-

[41

sible. Most important, like Bush. he
does not want to withdraw and
vows to stay the course.
When an insurgent challenges an
incumbent, he can always choose
the field of battle by articulating
precisely and narrowly the differences between them. Too often,
challengers fall into the trap of criticizing everything their opponent
does. By doing so, they take on
their adversary's strong points as
well as his weak ones. A shrewd
challenger bypasses the strong
points, professing agreement, and
concentrates on the weak ones
instead. Unless the challenger
attacks the incumbent over the
strong elements in his record, the
incumbent has difficulty putting his
strengths into play. There is no
more potent way to dismiss the
achievements of one's adversary
than to praise them, and thereby
banish them, from the campaign.
Kerry's strategy is to stress his
differences over Bush's weaknesses
like healthcare, Medicare, the environment, Social Security, stem-cell
research and the like while narrowing the gap between them over terrorism and the president's strength.
For Bush, the challenge is not
only to prove his supremacy in the
areas of terrorism, war, security and
the like, but to keep these issues on
the front page. In these dual challenges. he must walk a tightrope
between success and failure. If Iraq
blows up or there are serious
breaches in our homeland security,
he could lose his lead on these key
issues, as he did briefly in April.
But if all goes well and Baghdad is
quiescent. the terror issue could
lose its saliency and the Kerry
domestic-policy advantages-could
move to the fore. Too much success
drives his best issue off center
stage. Too much failure makes it no
longer his issue.
For Kerry, the frustration is an
inability to control events. He cannot determine the saliency of
issues. Only events far beyond his
control can accomplish that. The
Democrat is forced to wage an
essentially passive campaign, capitalizing on Bush's failures by narrowing the gap on the terror issue
and on the incumbent's successes
by driving home the differences on
domestic policies.
Each candidate has his own limitations and frustrations, which
makes 2004 a true strategic nightmare for both sides.
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Iraq brings shock, awe to politics

Jo
fro
fly

By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— Not since Vietnam
has a presidential campaign been so caught up in
foreign policy, but the crisp choice from that
time — for or against a war — is missing now.
President Bush and Democrat John Kerry are not
that far apart on Iraq.
Iraq, issue-watchers say, has staged its own
invasion of sorts, a reciprocal shock and awe on
the .American political landscape. The candidates
talk about many other things. but affordable-college plans and job programs just aren't holding a
candle to the tumult abroad.
"The only issue driving the vote is Iraq," says
Democratic pollster Celinda Lake. Even terrorism, by definition and experience a threat to
Americans at home, trails faraway Iraq as a concern for voters.
That's not to say people can pick between a
distinct Plan A and Plan B on the matter.
Apart from transferring limited authority to
the new interim Iraqi government this week,
Bush has taken steps to share the burden of
Iraq's security with more countries, as Kerry has
urged. And Kerry. for all his sharp criticisms of
Bush's handling of the war, has proposed no radical shift.
4
"In many ways the difference comes down
more to attitude than policy prescription," said
Jon Alterman, director of the Middle East program at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies.
"You don't see Kerry saying, 'I have a secret
plan to win the war on Iraq.' You don't see

act
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Dick Morris was an adviser to
Bill Clinton for 20 years.

OUR READERS WRITE
• To the Editor.
I have noticed on several occasions in the past few months where Max
T. Canady. a regular contributor to this section of the paper. has made
attacks on Rep. Buddy Buckingham. Mr. Canady seems to think that the
fact that Rep. Buckingham works for the university while serving in the
state legislature is some kind of payoff.
First, 1 would point out that Mr. Buckingham began working for the
university in 1991 and was not elected to the legislature until 1999.
'Therefore, he was a full-time employee of MSU for at least eight years
prior to being elected to the General Assembly. In fact, MSU and Rep.
Buckingham consulted the state Ethics Commission prior to his beginning
work on his current assignment to insure that there were no conflicts or
ethical concerns concerning his position which is partially funded through
university dollars and the remainder through grant funds.
Secondly, Mr. Canady implies that Mr. Buckingham is somehow a
"quadruple dipper". As his immediate supervisor. I can state unequivocally that this implication is not true. Mr. Buckingham is paid to work for the
university for nine months per year and is given release time to work the
other three months in service to the General Assembly. This in effects creates one full-time position. Because of changes in the Social Security laws
passed a few years back, he does draw social security. Mr. Buckingham
does not draw any retirement pay from the state as implied by Mr. Canady.
Finally. Mr. Canady asserts that his nine month salary is in some way
out of line. Since he obviously has access to a salary roster, a quick penisal would show a significant number of nine month employees with salaries
in the same range as Mr. Buckingham. His salary is competitive for the
responsibilities that he has currently assumed.
As we move toward the General Election in November. I would hope
that we would debate the issues and not make personal attacks that are
misleading and untrue.
John Yates. Dean
Murray State University
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Kerry saying,'We should turn tail and aome
home.' You're seeing both of them talking about
the need to manage this professionally."
In Bush, analysts discern a vision broader
than Kerry has embraced of transforming Iraq
into a full-fledged democracy. In Kerry, they see
someone willing to work larder than Bush to
make Iraq a true international responsibility and
repair strained relations with other leaders.
. But Charles Pena, director of defense policy
studies at the Cato Institute, a private research
group, questions whether that's much for voters
to chew on. And he saw little chance the preoccupation with Iraq will dissipate now that sovereignty has been transferred — as long as U.S.
forces remain tied down there and under assault.
"This sort of transcends who the president
is," he said. "America was behind the president.
Now America is -aying this war wasn't worth it.
The bottom line i. people want to know, when
are the troops coning home? When.do we stop
paying for this?
"Anything short of that is not likely to have a
significant impact on how people view the war."
Public opinion appears to be turning more
negative on the Iraq war. For the first time, a
majority in a recent CNN-USA Today-Gallup
poll said the United States made a mistake in
sending troops to Iraq. A majority also said the
war has made America less safe.
A similar turning point came in the summer
of 1968, when a majority for the first time
judged the Vietnam War a mistake. Still, Richard
Nixon defeated the anti-war Hubert Humphrey
that November.

Despite the erosion of support over Iraq policy, Bush's reputation as a leader — resolute in
the minds of supporters, stubborn to opponents
— has kept the race even with Kerry, who suffers in some polls from the suspicion that he
waffles.
Some voters who don't like Bush are not convinced Kerry would do any better on Iraq or the
war on terrorism. "Whoever comes after Bush
has a mess to clean up," said Laura Clark, 39, of
Riuidallstown, McIL SuLin the event of a terrorist
attack, she \k ould feel no safer with the
Democrat, because "the advisers make the difference" in telling the president what to do.
Bush supporter Mark Jacobs, 54, of Houston,
makes another cautionary point — that a politician who seeks advantage from the turmoil in
Iraq does so at his peril.
"You finish the job and you don't do it for
political gain," he said. "Don't use body counts
as a political hammer."
All those crosscurrents complicate what
would seem to be a straightforward calculation
— that the persistent chaos in Iraq is a drag on
Bush's prospects.
The rising casualties and sense of things spinning out of control have certainly not helped
him, said Carroll Doherty, an editor at the Pew
Research Center. Yet is uncertain who gains if
Iraq settles down and the nation's attention turns
to domestic issues, believed to be Kerry's strong
point.
"The irony is that stability in Iraq is obviously good news for Bush," he said, "but it also
allows Kerry to get media attention on issues
other than foreign policy."
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Summertime safety
program is scheduled
at Health & Wellness
Summertime is here and that
usually means more time outdoors
for children of all ages. Summer
can be a potentially dangerous
season with time spent swimming.
sunbathing. traveling, hosting picnics and participating in other activikies.
To make parents aware of the
dangers and how to prqtect their
children during the summer months,
the Center for Health & •Wellnesk
in conjunction with Dr. Kimberly
Burch from Primary Care Med-.
ical Center will be offering a free
Summertime Safety Class on Tues-.
day, July 6, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
at the center.
The class will address sum-

Murray-Calloway Park Pool
to have special hours Saturday

mertime gastrointestinal ailment..
dehydration, fever management.
summer skin care from poison ivy
and bug bites to sunscreen, and
other safety issues. Dr. Burch will
present and open the floor for
questions and answers. Handouts
will be available on all safety topics as well as free sunscreen samples and door prizes.
DT. Burch is a pediatrician at
Primary Care Medical Center, located in the MCCH Medical Arts
buitahre at 300 South Eighth St.,
Suite 480 West.
The class is'free"to the public, but those interested in attending are encouraged to pre-register
for the class, at 762-1348.

Grant William Whitaker

.•
_
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

MATINEES EVERYDAY
The Notebook
PG13 - 1:30 - 4:00 - 7:10- 9:45

Bark in the Park will be Saturday
Photo provided
Ryan Ray, right, and Shannon Blalock discussed Freedom Fest
events at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club.

BirthAnnouncement
Mr. and Mrs. _Mark V+ Intaker
of Murray are the parents of a
son, Grant William Whitaker, born
on Thursday. June 10, 2004. at
2:13 p.m. at Jackson. Purchase

Murray-Calloway County Park. Pop! will have
special hours and rates on Saturday in conjunction with Freedom Fest.
Mike Sykes, pool director, said the pool will
he open from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. with the cost
being $1 per person for this Saturday only.
Other Freedom Fest events Saturday include
the following:
O.B. Boone Memorial Country Ham Breakfast
by Boy Scout "IrMip 77 at First United Methodist
lo's
Church from 6 to 9:30 a.m.; Lions Club's JourDatebook ney for Sight 5K Run starting at 7:30 a.m. at
By Jo Burkeen Murray High School; Main Street Mile,- spansored by Briggs & Stratton, at 8 a.m., starting
Community
in front of MSU Sparks Hall; Pella's Character
Editor
Counts Parade starting at 9:30 a.m.; Family Day
in the Park from 10 a.m. to 5 pari:,.Pie Auction for Need Line
at 3 p.m. at the Park; and Froggy 103 Country Music Concert
at 7 p.m. at Murray State Stewart Stadium.

Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed six pounds
11 ounces and measured • 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Denise Brockman. A sister is Claire
Marie. .•
Grandparents are Bill and Cheryl
Whitaker of -.Murray and Nancy
and Henry Brockman of Sheboygan, Wis.
Great-grandparents are Jack
Newbigging of Clarkston., Mich.,
and Angie Tronson of Sheboygan.
Wis.

Ray and Blalock speak at club
Ryan Ray, present director of
Murray Tourist. Commission, and
Shannon Blalock.. incoming director, shared information on the commission and the ,many activities
planned for Freedom Fest July 14 at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club.
The directors said "this year
there will be things going on in
Murray from morning to night all
weekend, and events are planned
for all members of the family."

T-shirts and brochures are available at the office of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
The brochures lists all the activities which include a two-day street
fair on the courtsquare, a street
dance on Friday night with music
by the Murr-Vegas All Stars Band.
family events at the Murray-Calloway County Parks, and the parade
and fireworks topping off the weekend.

Day Camp:
A blast

Dodgeball
PG13:1:40 - 3:45 - 7:25 - 9:25
White Chicks
PG13 - 7:35 - 9:50
Two Brothers
PG - 1:20 - 3:25

Humane Society of Callow ay County will have its annual Bark in
the Park on Saturday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Chestnut Street
Park at the corner of Payne and Eighth Streets in Murray. Events
include pet photo contest, dog agility course, opportunities to win big
prizes, watermelon, cakewalk, dog/owner localize and most talented
dog contests. For information call 759-1884 or 3-mail humanesociety@murray-ky.net.

of
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Memorial Golf Tournament Friday

•
The Rotary Club will sponsor the Max Hurt Memorial Golf Tournament to raise money for scholarships for area high school students.
This two-man scramble will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Murray Country
'Club. Applications may be pidlied up at the club or the Commerce
Centre. For more information call Freedom Fest Headquarters at 7592199.

C
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Freedom Fest Street Fair scheduled
Murray Main Street and Murray Lions Club will sponsor this year's
two-day Freedom Fest Street Fair on the-Murray Courtsquare on Fri-clay from noon to midnight and Saturday from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
first-ever Street Dance will be from 8 to 11 p.m. Friday on the courtsquare. For information call 759-2199.

.1

North Council will meet today
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
have a special called meeting today at 4 p.m. in the staff lounge.
The public is invited.
.1

Spider-Man 2
(showing on 2 screens I

PG13 - 1t:'45 • 3:35-6:50 - 9:35
1:10 - 3:55 - 7:20 - 10:00
Harry Potter
PG - 4:05 - 8:45

Blasting with hands-on science fun, Calloway County 4-H
will sponsor a Rocketry Day
Camp
hay 7 from 9 a.ni.
to 4 p.m. at
the courthouse
pavilion of
Murray Calloway Central
•
Park.
Youth will
learn about
aviation and
do simple
activities to
Extension further
know lNotes
edge.and
By
skills in rockGmny Harper etry.
Calloway
"I
County Agent always enjoy
for 4-H/Youth coming to 4Development H Day Camps
since I learn
new things and meet new
friends," says Colin Horw ood
of Kirksey.
All school-aged youth are
welcome to participate.
To register call the Extension
Office by noon Friday. Youth
are to bring lunch, swimming
suit, ind towel. The cost is $5
to cover materials and swimming fees.

.411

Garfield
PG - 12:35 - 2:20 - 6:55
The Terminal
PG13 - 1:00- 3:30- 7:05 '
iCi-iinia COOO.
....6)617€7:

Dippin Sauce -

Program Information Call 753-3314 :

BEAT THE HEAT WITH...
COOL SUMMER DEALS!!
stimmER CLEARAKE

9G0h-G004 OFF
Going Or Wow!

•Ic•glitT
305 S. 12TH ST. • MURRAY • 753-7441
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Montgomery
on dean's list
WOOSTER. Ohio — Philip
Montgomery of Murray, Ky., has
been named to the dean's list for
the second semester of the academic year 2003-2004 at the College of Wooster.
Montgomery has completed his
freshman year at the college where
he is majoring in Spanish. He is
a graduate of Murray High School.
His parents are the Revs. David
and Ann Marie Montgomery of
Murray.
•

Westside WOM plans promotion
Women on Mission at Westside Baptist Church will have a rebate
day Friday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to place their receipts
in the box marked for the WOM on the 'front counter for the group
to get credit.

Garland family reunion on Saturday
Descendants of John Franklin Garland and Elizabeth Hutchens Garland will have a reunion on Saturday at 11 a.m. at the school house
pavilion in Murray-Calloway County CentraL,Park. Persons are requested to bring desserts and drinks, but other food and items will be furnished. For more information call Charlotte McClure at 753-9656.

Knight-Whitney reunion on Saturday
The Knight-Whitney family reunion will be Saturday, at noon at
the Fenton Airport Shelter House, Highway 68. A potluck dinner will
be spread at noon. For more information call Bobby Knight at 4748761 or Margie Dixon at 474-2061.

Special art workshops available
Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray, is offering a youth
workshop in 3-D Design for grades 5 through 9, July 19-23 from 9
a.m. to noon. Registration deadline is July 9. For information and
registration call 753-4059.

Brotherly Love will be featured
Glory Bound Entertainment ye be tonight from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center. FMured group will be Brotherly Love.
Also "Open Mic Time" will be during the second half of the show.
Sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church, the mission is "to
spread the word of God through music, skits and inspirational readings." Each one is asked to bring a can of food for Need Line. There
is no admission, but a love offering will be taken. The public is
invited.

Blood Drive will be today
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank will host an Independence Day Blood Drive today from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the hospital laboratory conference room. A free lunch will be provided to
participants who can also register for a Mattel Power Wheel to be
given away.

Used hearing aids being collected
Angels Community Clinic announced that used hearing aids are
being collected at the clinic for the Hear NOW Program, based out
of Eden Prairie, Minn. It is a program of the Hearing Foundation
that serves legal, permanent residents of the United States in providing hearing aids to those who cannot afford them. Hearing aids may
be dropped off at the clinic between 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Thursday. A donor form will be filled out and sent with the
hearing aids, as all donations are tax deductible.

VISIT MURRAY'S PIER 1 NOW THROUGH
SATURDAY AFTERNOON FOR SAVINGS
ON ALL FURNITURE STORE WIDE!

SArtt
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
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AARP Chapter

Garland Family Research
Association will meet

Murray Woman's Club

ROBBINSVILLE, N.C. — The
Garland Family Research Association will have its 26th annual
meeting July 15-18 at Microtel
Inn in the mountain town of Robhinsville, N.C. (south of Chero6
kee).
Events on July 16 include a
trip and picnic to Hopper Bald on
the Cherohata Skyway, highest point
in Graham County, and a program
.,on "The Life of Cherokee Chief
Junaluska" by T.J. Holland from
the Museum of Junaluska.
On July 17 events will include
membership meeting. Garland
update, the Powell and Rowan
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Connections, and a dinner with a
program on "Fontana Lake Area"
by Lanee Holland, noted historian and author. Reservations at $15
each for the dinner must be made
by July 12.
For more information contact
Bob Edwards, president, 4494
Sweet Water Rd., Robbinsville, NC
28771, phone 1-828-4796596 or
e-mail cheoahl2dnetnet; or Margaret
Garland Timbs, corresponding secretary, 3154 Antioch Rd., Johnson
City, TN 37604, phone 1-423-9265010, or r-mail timbs2OPearth1ink.net.

Celebration will be at Kenlake
Kenlake State Resort Park will
host its annual Fourth of July Celebration on Sunday.
The event will be held at the
old beach area along with a Kiddie Karnival from to 3 p.m.
The Cruisin' Timber Country
Music Group, a local band out of

JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo

Merryman Kemp of Paducah, left, governor of the First District
of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Club, spoke at the
recent general meeting of the Murray Woman's Club. Also pictured from left, are Barbara Brandon, Murray, former district
governor, Martha Crafton, retiring president of MWC, and Pat
Harrington, president of MWC.

Annual scholarship
presented to Wade
Jameson Wade of Calloway
County has been presented a $1,000
scholarship from the Jackson Purchase Agricultural Credit Association.
Wade is a junior at Murray
State University majoring in agronomy. He is an active member of
both the Agronomy Club and the
collegiate level of FFA at Murray
State.
This summer he is working as
a corn research assistant with Pioneer HiBred International.6
Wade is the son of Bruce and
Jamie Wade of Calloway County.
lin an effort to recognize the
importance of a college education
and to provide opportunities for

JO BURKEEN,Ledger & Times

Nancy Manning, right, president of Kentucky Lake/Murray
to
Chapter of AARP, presents a check for $300 from the chapter
.
Citizens
Senior
ay
-Callow
Murray
of
Eric Kelleher, left, director
at
y
propert
the
of
se
purcha
the
for
ed
collect
for the fund being
Poplar and South Seventh Streets to be used for a parking lot
for the Weaks Community Center.

Zwmif?Tlffiitt

511T@(V)

the children of its borrowers, Jackson Purchase ACA continues their
scholarship program established in
1998.
This program annually awards
four $1,000 scholarships to children of members enrolled in an
accredited university and majoring in agriculture.' This year the
Scholarship Committee chose to
awa,rd four $1,000 scholarships
and one $500 hcinorary scholarship.

Presented By

Dr. Kimberly Burch, M.D.
Pediatrician at Primary Care Medical Center

Tuesday, JUIY 6
7:00 p.m.--"8:3
Center for
Health & Wellness

Jameson Wade

NOW OPEN!

MOBILE EQUINE VETERINARIAN SERVICES
• Reproduction Ultrasound • Artificial Insemination • Embryo Transfer)• ETOOSCOpy • Foal Can:
• Dentistry • Emergency Service • Lameness Evaluation ',Radiographs • loin Injection,
• Surgery twiconsuliabow • Preventive Medicine • Acupuncture

Read the
Community
pages daily

Harbin, will be performing live
music from 7 to 10 p.m.
Concessions will be available
by Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
of Free and Accepted Masons from
6 to 10 p.m.
A spectacular fireworks show
will occyr at dusk around 9 p.m.
The staff and management of
the park invite the public to attend
any or all events on Sunday.

KENTUCKY LAKE
EQUINE SERVICES Mobile Service
Dr. Kim Abernathy - Young
Phone: 270/703-4828 • Pager: 270/538-2046 Available Now!
Benton Clinic

Back-to-Back Bands,
Food and Fireworks
for the Fourth

• Bug Bites
• Sunscreen
• Dehydration
• Fever Management

by Barry Raidt

• Door prizes will be given.

Coming Soon!

11b pre-register, call

MURRAY-CAL
(270) 762-1348

COUNTY

H

Friday thru
Monday only!

4 BIG
DAYS!

GOODY®
__FILL YOUR BAG

11-EARANCE
0/uw all .00, .47. & .97
take
u ending ticketed
an
Off clearance items*
extra
items you can stuff in
All the clearance pricdedrefil
ls! Get your bag at
your bag!* Unlimite
Goody's front door.
'Excludes denim. Discount rot applicable to pnor purchases.

layaway, or with any other coupons or discount offers. Special clearance

FRIDAY-MONDAY ONLY! DON'T MISS

event

July 2-5. 2004.

FRIDAY-MONDAY ONLY! DON'T MISS

CLEARANCE
CLEARANCE
family denim shorts family denim jeans
NOW $10 1•01
NOW $7
1

1

men • young

misses • boys • girls

Styles will vary

Watch for
'In Our
Backyard'
special
magazine
published
soon!

men • young own • misses • boys • girls

Styles will vary.

'Summer proper- started las
weekend and at Dockside it
was the greatest yet. The sun.
shade and breeze seemed to
be of some faraway place. but
we were still right here at the
Eagle Nest on Kentucky Lake.
Tom "Captain Dive" Parker.
freshly retired, came by to work
and play on his boat he also
got quality time with Corona
Light and friends. Chuck
Robinson. fresh from Vegas,
docked and continued to party.
Saxman. Barnacle Bill and
Angela Mosley on key boards
helped Nightfish rock Sunday
afternoon. Scott McDougal of
Trippin' Lizard sat in, too.
We have two bands, back-toback this weekend. Nightfish
cranks up around 2 PM on
Saturday. One of our favorite
customers. Stan Summers and
Evidence rock the dock on
Sunday afternoon. July 4th.
The greatest stuff on the lake.
Dawn. Teresa. Margaret. Kaci.
Denise, Lauren. Johnny and
Buddy will be on deck making
sure you never want during
your Dockside fun. From
Corona Kabobs, pond-raised
catfish, grilled burgers. chicken
quesadillas and more, we have
the best food and flowing beverages on the water.
After you've enjoyed your
Dockside Fourth, cap off the
evening with fireworks at Pans
Landing.
See ya dockside'

Eagle Nest
Marina and
Dockside
Restaurant & Bar
Direction. from \lorra: lake
121 S.. turn right onto
79 i Lake Ilis.m. turn left at
kirk "trading l'o•t. go 1/2 mile.

Phone: 731-642-6192
xaglenestmarina.com
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Woodmen of World Lodge 728

NonorRoll
Murray High School has released
the honor roll for the year for the
2001 2004 school year as follows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Tucker Bruce Adams. Bradley
H Black, Wesley S Bolin. Sarah
F Doran, Matthew Braxton Jordan Sarah E. Kuykendall, Lishe
Li, Alan Andrew Manning, Colleen
E McCoy, Will M Pitman, Elizabeth S Powell, John Ouertermous
and Daniel L White
All As and Bs
Brittany Paige Allen. Kathleen
Brownson, Jessica L Darnell.

Steven L Douglas Jr.; Toni C
Duffy, Rebekah Lynne Elliott.
Alexandria M. Farris, Sarah K. Garrison, Sarah M Hines. Joshua C
Hyatt.
Angeligue N Jones, Darlene E
Kipphut, Margaret P. Lollar, Dacia
R. Mansfield, Elise Lane Moore,
Richard Allen Osban Jr.. Justin
Dean Schuring, Luke A. Welch and
Amy C. White.
10TH GRADE
All As
Austin Emerson Carter. •Callie
E Dowdy, Alex J. Gustafson,
Leanne C. Hewlett, Michael Mao,

'
4 reaRIr TA
1
Repeat_

"

o.sswimertr Clothes

Men • Women • Children
i,
1/tilt Costume Rental • Maternity • Nur,r,

Name Brand Clothes Out Daily! Sales 20-75% Off
More $1 Items First of Month

IlingHills
user

HWY.641 N. MURRAY a
753-1725
1-800-472-8852
"'MIEN

Rio, Wiari, Stvi
azow-Ovr SwF

25%
OFF

PERENNIALS
Buy 2

Reg Price of

TREES &
SHRUBS
CASH & CARRY ONLY

Get
I Free
CA51-I &CARRY ONLY

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

A m.
dibt.d, t
ma

An

Garden Department of MWC ServiceNews

f=j=

& Gifts

Caleb P Roberts and Brent M.
White
As and Bs
Todd S. Buck, Na Keisha JO
Chambers Koepp, Michael A. Cors0,
Mallory J. Cunningham. Kelly L.
Dick, Christina R. Dunn, Brittany
J. Garland, Rachel C.'.Garrison,
Katherine R. Haws, Claire Marie
Herrington, Brooks D. Hudson,
Mary Elizabeth Hudson, Kayla.
J Hurt. Meghann Michele Jenkins, Andrew Thomas Kilby, Elijah
M. Kingins, Joy Lois Lamb, Katy
Noel Paschall, Erin C. Richerson,
Maggie J. Tate, Zakari M. Taylor
and Kellie A. Vinson.
11TH GRADE
All As
Elizabeth A. Bogal-Allbritten,
Seth B. Darnell, Isabel A. DuarteGray, Mackenzie Z. Hoffman, Timothy J. Masthay, Laura Kathryn
Mitchell, Alison F. Rashid and Breanna D. Volp.
All As and Bs
Taft M. Adams, Ian E. ArboPhoto provided
gast, Stephanie L. Bailey, Zachary
director of
Chance Baker, Carl A. Benson,
right,
er,
nted an American flag to Eric Kelleh
Richard A. Boles, Thomas Lynn
Woodmen of World Lodge 728 prese
e Key, luta
Jeani
Horn,
d
ns. Pictured, from left, are Mildre
Brandenburg, Susan C. Broughton,
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citize
D.
Kaci L. Carpenter, Austin
Hutson and Kelleher.
Cohoon, Ashley B. Fannin, Heather
d,
Garlan
E.
Katie
J. Ferguson,
Tyler D. Geib, Amanda C. Haugen.
Rachel S. Klepper, Leah R.
Lewis, Sara J. Mateja, Matthew
G. McNutt, Brittany K. Miles, Adam
C. Moore, Gerry B. Muuka, Derek
N. Nance, Stephen E. Parker, Sarah
E. Polivick. Jonathan J. Raj,
Chelsea L. Riggins, Matthew J.
Schwartz, Katerina Rosa Velez,
Second Lt.
Rachael M. Williams and Stefanie
A. Wilson.
G. Clinton Weis
12TH GRADE
graduated from
All As
United
the
Nicole Benningfield,
Ashley
Air
States
Megan L. Black, Bretton H. Brown,
Naviga
s
Force'
Cobb,
Lauren E. Clemson, Ryan S.
ng
Traini
tional
Julie Diane Denhaw, *Sharma D.
San
School,
Gibson, Haley E. Hart,•Jordan E.
Antonio, Texas.
Kelleher, Allison J. Kipphut, LauWeis
ren F. Peal, Zachary L. Reeder,
Weis
his
received
Emily R. Seay, Katie L. Wagoner
and Charlsie R. Young.
wings as a U.S.
All As and Bs
Air Force navigator and will work
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FLOAT YOUR BOAT
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McFarlen
has
Murray
been selected
for membership
in The National Society of
School
High
Scholars.
The society
McFarlen
invites students
who have superior academic achieNement and are
among the top scholars in the
nation.
McFarlen is a student at Marshall County High School.
She is the daughter of Kim
McFarlen and granddaughter of
Ed and Mary Davis. all of Murray.

Travis named
to Vanderbilt
dean's list
Your idea of hydrotherapy is a houseboat, cabin cruiser
or personal watercraft. We have a plan that protects
your investment like a safe harbor. No worries, mate,
just relax and turn your stern to shore.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

SHELTER
I\SURANCE

305-C S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5678

Tenn.
NASHVILLE,
Rebekah Paige Travis of Murray.
Ky., has been named to the dean's
list at Vanderbilt University for
the spring 2004 semester.
Travis is a student in the arts
and science department.
To qualify for the dean's list
a student must receive grades
equivalent to a 3.5 on 4.0 scale
for the semester.
Travis is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard R. Travis of
Murray.
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Sony Pictures
Alfred Molina gets revenge on spiders in "Spider-Man 2," which
opened Wednesday.

Veteran actor takes up
arms for 'Spider-Man 2'
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By ANTHONY BREZNICAN
AP Entertainment Writer
CULVER CITY, Calif. (AP) —
Alfred Molina has had trouble with
spiders before.
You may remember the -SpiderMan 2" villain from his first notable
screen role — Satipo, the craven
jungle guide who betrays Indiana
Jones at the beginning of 1981's
"Raiders of the Lost Ark."
Before uttering that famous film
fib "Throw me the idol, I'll throw
you the whip" — Satipo stands petrified in the cobweb-lined passageway as Jones calmly brushes scores
of eight-legged creepy-crawlies
from the guide's back and shoulders.
"There were live spiders. real
snakes ... That'd all be CGI now,"
he recalled, scratching nostalgically
at a bushy beard he has grown for
the role of Tevye in the current
Broadway production of "Fiddler
on the Roof." "The technology that
was available on that movie seems
downright crude now."
As Doctor Octopus, he gets his
revenge on v.vbslingers by unmercifully pummeling the hero in
"Spider-Man 2" with the four metal
tentacles grafted onto his body during a botched science experiment.
The 51-year-old Lyndon-born
actor nicknamed the extra limbs
Harry, Larry, Flo and Moe.
Harry and Larry were the lower
extremities, which held him in place
during feats of strength — like hurling cars through coffee shop win-

dows. "They were bigger and heavier,- Molina said.
"The two upper ones were slightly srnigler, still very powerful. But
Flo, on this side," he said, gesturing
to his right shoulder. "had all the
delicate intricate stuff to do," like
removing his characters glasses and
lighting a cigar.
Although his character is frequently a mix of live-action and
computer graphics, each scene with
the real tentacles was played with
the help of about 16 puppeteers,
four for each arm.
Molina, who was in rehearsal for
"Fiddler" at the time, even managed
to work the musical into a scene.
"It was the end of a very long
day and we were doing a shot of
Doc Ock coming up from a gurney,
just rising up. I think on the last take
I just went into the first four bars of
'If I Was a Rich Man," Molina said.
As he performed, the puppeteers
who manipulate the metal arms,
made the tentacles dance along.
"It's apparently on. film Somewhere," Molina said. "1 think
they're saving it for the DVD, one
of the special features."
Molina v.(s the buffoonishly
uptight
local
politician
in
"Chocolat," the coked-out drug
dealer in "Boogie Nights," and even
the cartoonish baddie Snidely
Whiplash in the live-action "Dudley
Do-Right."
"Playing villains is always full,
there's no two ways about it," he
said.

Photo provided

Dirt Farm is, from left, Andrew O'Rourke, Rick Bidelman, Bo Collier, John Duffer. Michael George,
Christian Rada and Lucas Ketner. The Nashville-based band is scheduled to play The Big Apple
tonight.

Local brings unique Nashville
sound back to Murray tonight%
By KRIS ADAMS
II
Staff Writer
in Farm is kickin' up dirt and bringing
their unique sound — and someone
with a little local dirt under his fingernails — from Music City back to
Murray.
Andrew O'Rourke, guitarist for the band and graduate of Calloway County High School, said he's looking forward to returning to Murray's Big Apple — Dirt
Farm's first trip here in more than two years. Although
he comes home a few times a year on holidays to see
his family. O'Rourke likes coming home with his band
to show off his old stomping ground. •
_
And, he said, he likes the fact that even though the
city changes, the people don't.
"You can definitely tell there has been economic
growth," O'Rourke said in a telephone interview. "But
the people there are still the same — very nice, honest
people. It's really good to get back and see my friends
and my family.
.
"Everyone is so laid back. It's not rushed et all like
in Nashville."
Although the big city of Nashville has more hustle
and bustle than Murray. there is one area where they
are very similar — the quality of musicians.

D

PATHWAY

MAYFIELD. Ky. --- Due to
unforeseen circumstances. Twilight
Caberet Productions will he wrapping up with its final performance
3 by with the Bathwater" on
July 3.
Performances will be held
through Saturday at 8 p.m. at the D
& D Shoe Company at 2(X) South
5th in Mayfield.
Hors d'oeuvres and dessert wilt
be served. Reservations can he
-made by calling 270-436-2399.

EYES & EYEWEAR

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Fountain Ave., Ste
101 di Pociuccih, KY 42001

(OLYMPIC PLAZA— MURRAY)

Professional Mortgage Services

Scott Hobby
Manager

753-5507
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• Fixed & Adjustable Rates
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Lisa Vaughn

•

Twilight Caberet
wrapping up
performances
Saturday night

thetree.net.

100

The Joy of Watercolor

"I was really surprised to hear about all the bands
that,playat Murray State," he said. "It really has
grown as a musical community. It's a really good
music scene."
O'Rourke has played guitar for 14 years and is one
piece of the seven-piece band which plays what he
calls "original rock and roll."
Dirt Farm's Web site touts the band's sound as
unique — so unique that theyalon't even know how to
describe it themselves, it's been called "good ole boy
music" and "rockin' reggae."
The group got its start six years ago. when
O'Rourke attended Middle Tennessee State University
in Murfreesboro. That's where he met fellow hand
member and lead singer John Duffer. The band grew
from there to the seven members it has today.
The group travels throughout Tennessee and the
surrounding states performing their ownmusic,as well
as that of The Black Crosses, Bob Marley, Pink Floyd
and others, O'Rourke said about 50 percent of what
they play is their own.
The band recently self-produced a CD called "Gone
to Seed." They are currently working on the cover and
expect to release it in August.
Dirt Farm will perform tonight at 9. For gii(ffe
information on the band, visit w w underneath-

A total ot 33 Callow ay CA witty
Middle School students were recognized as accepted poets for the
Creative Communication's Spring
2004 poetry contest.
All the students are in the seventh grade at CCMS.
From Kimberiy Barretes class,
published poets were: Amanda
Bailey; Katie Bazzell; Zach Bell;
('arey Boggess; Ashley Bowman; Sr
Kelly Butterworth; Wesley Cook
Ryan Cooney; Kayla Cunninghani
)livia Dean; Ashley Delaney: B
Duncan; Molly Fender; Kimberly
Hagan; Sara Hale; Chris Jarrett
Cortland Kemp; Jeremy Kimbr..
Micah. Littlepage; Samantha
Mitchell; Jacqlyn
Murdock
Brandon On: Jill Rhodes; Paige
Rogers; Emily Scott: Kala
Seavers; Chris Smothers; Travis
Stom; Carle
Todd; Dixie
Villanueva; Stephanie Ward and
Weathers.
Jamie
Jeanetta
McCallon's class was represented
by Jessica Bland.
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Pictured are, from left, Nancy McMinn, Marion Bradtke, Jere
Hendrick, instructor Judy Kelso, and Mari Rogers, with brush in
hand. The Murray Art Guild, located at 103 N. 6th St., sponsors
a variety of workshops throughout the year, including watercolor, weaving and calligraphy, for all ages. For information on
workshop schedules and membership call 753-4059.
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SEMO Redhawks

Southeast Missouri drops Indians nickname
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.(AP)
— After more tlm.80 years, Southeast Missouri Stare University will
no longer use Indians as a nick•
name.
e over the use
debat
of
Years
of the nickname and mascot ended
Wednesday when the board of
regents voted unanimously to drop
both for the men's teams as well
as the Otahkians nickname for the
women. The women's team name
came from the legend of a Cherokee woman named Otahki who
died near Cape Girardeau on the
Trail of Tears forced march to the
Oklahoma territory in the 1830s.
Supporters had argued that the

nicknames showed pride in the
American Indian heritage of the
region. But others found them
demeaning.
Glinda Ladd Seabaugh, president
of the American Indian Center of
the Heartland in Cape Girardeau.
said she thought Southeast had not
intended any harm, but that hanging onto Indian names was a type
of cultural racism.
"We are human beings," she said.
"We are not mascots."
After a brief phasing out of the
Indians. Southeast's teams will be
known as the Redhawks.
The change is expected to come

in the spring semester of 2005. Work
to design a Redhawk logo already
has begun.
Southeast has downplayed the
Indians nickname for several years.
Athletics Director Don Kaverman
said the university hasn't had a
student dress up in an Indian costume as a mascot since 1985. The
school doesn't put the nickname
on its T-shirts or in publications.
The only visible reference is at
Houck Stadium, where "Indians"
is painted in one end zone.
Kaverman said the change could
help better promote the school, its
athletic?, programs and increase
school spirit..

"We owe it to the current generation of students to establish
their own traditions," he said.
Last year. both the university's
national alumni council and student council recommended dropping the Indians/Otahkians nicknames. In February, the hoard of
the Booster Club agreed. although
narrowly.
An 18-member committee of faculty. staff, students, alumni and
boosters, appointed by President
Ken Dobbins, then was charged
to look at whether the nicknames
should be retired and consider
alternatives, said Ed Leoni, a professor who headed the group.
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753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L
Pet GB
Florida
41
37
526
' Phdadeiphia
40
36
526
37
39
New York
.487
3
37
40
Anta
481 31/2
Montreal
26
50
342
14
GorerM Division
L
Pet GB
312
Si Louis
46
590
42
35
Chicago
545 3 1/2
Cincinnati
42
35
7/8 3 1/2
Milwaukee
40
34
.541
4
40
Houston
37
519 5 1/2
Pittsburgh
32
43
.42712 1/2
West Division
L
Pct 08
44
34
San Francisco
41
36
532 21)2
San Diego
LOS Angeles
39
36
520 31.2
Colorado
28
48 '--,368
15
Anzona
28
50
„.ige9
16

Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh 6, St Louis 5
Houston 3. Chicago Cubs 2
Atlanta 9. Florida 6
Montreal 6. Philadelphia 3
Cincinnati 2, N Y Mats 0
Milwaukee 5, Colorado 4
Anzona 8, Sail Diego 5
San Francisco 7, Los Angeles 1
Thursday's Games
N.Y Mess (Leiter 5-2) at Cincinnati (Acevedo 4-6).
11 35 a m
Houston (Munro 1-1) at Chicago Cubs (Prior 2-1),
1 20 p m
Milwaukee ISantos 6-31 at Colorado (Stark 0-2),
2 05 p.m
Montreal (Downs 0-1 .) at Pheadelphia Molt 2-3).
5`05 p.m
Florida (Teiers 0-0l at Atlanta )Fiti.Oraz 7-6), 6:35
pin
San Francisco (Schmidt 10-2) at Los Angeles(Lima
6-3). 8 10 p.m
San Diego iVaidez 6-4/ at Arizona lFossurn 1-6).
8.35 pm

American League Standings
Ali Times CDT
East Division
•
L
Pet GB
New York
49
26
653
Boston
42
34
553 7 1/2
11
Tampa Bay
.507
38
37
Toronto
34
44
.436 16 1(2
Baitimore
1,2
32
42
43216.
Central Division
•
L
Pct GB
Chicago
41
33
554
Minnesota
41
35
539
1
Cleveland
487
5
39
37
Detroit
37
39
.487
Kansas City
29
46
38712'
West Division
•
L
Pct GB
Texas
44
31
587
Oakland
43
33
566 1 1,2
Anaheim
41
532
4
36
Seattle
31
45
408 13 1 ,2

Wednesday's Games
N V Yankees 4, Boston 2
Detroit /2. Cieveland 5
Tampa Bay 6. Toronto 2
Chicago White Sox 9. Minnesota 6
Baltimore 13, Kansas City 4
Texas 9. Seattle 6
Oakland 4, Anaheim 2
Thursday's Games
Chicago White Sox at Minnesota 11 10 a in
Cleveland at Detroit, 12:05 p.m
Toronto at Tampa Bay, 1,15 p.m
Anaheim at Oakland, 235 p.m
Texas at Seattle. 3-35 pm.
Boston at N Y Yankees, 6-05 pin
Baltimore at Kansas City, 7.10 p.m.
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Lost passion forces Unser
Jr. to retire from racing
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Al
Unser Jr. gave his heart to racing. When he felt his passion was
gone, he had only one choice to get out of the car.
On Wednesday, Unser, a twotime IndiaitIoolis 500 winner,
announced his retirement from the
sport that defined his life and his
family's legacy.
"I've had a
great career," he
said. "Il's been
a
challenge,
been hard to follow in the footsteps that I've
followed. I feel
I upheld the
Unser
name
quite well."
Unser
Unser, 42,
• was one of open-wheel racing's
brightest stars and biggest names
during a turbulent-time. He stayed
with Roger Penske's team when
the Indy Racing League and CART
parted ways in 19%, then switched
'to the IRL in 2000.
Through, it all, Unser- syas one
of the few players whO seemed
to stay above the spat. He won
two Indy titles, two CART points
championships, a combined 34
races in 21 seasons and remained
a favorite of fans and drivers.

Locals fare
well in SuperCross races
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Results of the, Murray SuperCross races from June 26 are listed below. Only the top three finishers in each class are listed.
Murray SuperCross will hold
its next race - the Iron Man
- on July 10.
soxs- 1. Austin Reid. 2. Josh Walker_
50oc MC 4-6 years old
1 Luke Ernenne, 2. Sayler
Grissom 3 Seen Nolan
50ac MC Open - 1. Luke Emenne. 2 Seth Nolan,.
3. Skylar Stambaugh.
65oc 7-9 years - 1 Cody Ray, 2 Luke Eireann.
3. Brayton
65oc 10-11 years old- I Hunter Garrison, 2. A.J.
Locke.
65cc Open - 1. Cody Ray, 2. Skylar stainbaugh, 3
Britytion Edlin.
BS
- 1 Austin Ray,2 Tyler Melon.
65 Sr. - 1 Hunte,Inman, 2 Cole Hurt, 3. Justin
,

"You knew if you were racing
against Junior he'd try to pass
you cleanly," former driver Scott
Goodyear said.
The Unsers always considered
racing a family business.
Junior started in go-karts at age
9 and learned his trade from some
of the best. His father, Al, is one
of three drivers with four Indianapolis 500 wins.
Junior's uncle, Bobby, won three
times at Indianapolis, and Junior's
two victories gave the family nine
in the biggest race in open-wheel
racing.
Two of Unser's cousins, Robby
and Johnny, also raced at Indianapolis.
But after 33 summers of racing, Junior still couldn't leave the
track completely.
His newest career - serving
as an adviser for Patrick Racing,
his team, and a driving mentor
for his 21-year-old son, Al begins this weekend at the Argent
Mortgage Indy 300 in Kansas City,
Kan.
Team owner U.E. "lat"-Patrick
has not chosen a replacement for
Junior.
"What scares me is going to
Kansas this weekend and watching Little Al get out there," Junior
said. "Hopefully, he can follow
in his father's footsteps and his
grandfather's footsteps."
The 1RL has lost two of its
most prominent drivers in 13
months. Michael Andretti retired
in May 2003 at age 40.
Andretti also grew up in a racing family, endured the pressure
of living up to his famous father's
achievements and left the sport
earlier than some expected to focus
on his ownership in Andretti-Green
Racing.
Michael's father, Mario, won
the 1969 Indy 500 and 1978 Formula One title.
The two sons were continually linked, though. sometimes
referred to as the IRL's second
generation of stars.
"Al is one of the best guys
that's ever driven a race car,"
Michael Andretti said in a written statement.
This season, Unser has dealt
with a litany of frustrations.

The U12 West Kentucky Lady Explosion recently claimed
runner-up 4;ionors„ in the. 'IA Lady Colonel Classic" in Hopkinsville.- The tournament consisted of teams from Indiana,
Kentucky, Tennessee and Illinois. Lindsey Rucker led the
pitching staff by posting two victories, while Morgan Graham, Karlee Wilson and Brittany Fox led the Explosion in
hitting.

Clabc,
Superthin.- 1 Hunter inman. 2. Cole Hurt. 3.
Jonathan Devedy
SChoolBoy - 1 Austin Wells
16-24
- 1 Cent Fryberger
1258- 1. Austin Wells, 2. Brandon Vaughn,3. Glint
Friberger
125C -1. Kenn'Coision. 2, Corby Cot*, 3. Jed

,et Ready
G&C
STORAGE &
PROPANE
Propane Gas
For Refills &
New Tanks

119 E. Main St.
Murray a-7

Open Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. • Sat. 9 a.m.-Noon

270-753-6266 • 270-293-4183

DISH NETWORK SATELLITE TV

uievrence.

A

Ph010

Tracy McGradi the NBA's scoring champion the past two
years, smiles broadly and shows off his new jersey as he
is introduced in Houston Wednesday.
7•

McGrady's stock
rocketing in Houston
S.
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HOUSTON (AP) - Tracy
McGrady was escorted to his new
home court in a white stretch limo.
treated to a Jumbotron video of
' his most impressive highlights and
greeted by hundreds of cheering
fans.
McGrady, who spent much of
the past four years playing in nearly empty arenas with the Orlando Magic, was almost overcome
by the hearty welcome to Houston.
"This is, by far, probably the
best time that I've experienced in
my career," McGrady said Wednesday. "This is unheard of. l'se
never seen or experienced anything like this. I'm not a guy that
gets emotional but ... man, I almost
got emotional, up there."
That says a little about the
reception in Houston and a lot
more about the time he Spent with
the Magic.
McGrady,Tyronn Lue and Reece
Gaines were showered with
applause during a Wednesday new ,.
conference that was really more
of a pep rally, a day after a blockbuster trade sent them and Juwan
Howard from Orlando to the bus
ton Rockets.
The Magic got guards Steve
Francis, Cuttino Mobley and for
ward Kelvin Cato in return.
McGrady, a two-time NBA scoring champion, hopes to find the.
kind of postseason success in Houston that eluded him in his hometown.
Tired of carrying a mediocre
franchise, McGrady told Magi(
offiEials that he would exercise
the opt-our clause in his seven
year, $93-million contract that was
t6 go into effect at the end of
next season. Still stinging from

losing Shaquille O'Neal without
compensation, eight years ago.
Orlando decided to deal McGrady.

1250-1. Colby Ferguson. 2_ Nathan Hai.. 3. Mike
Ruitey
1258 Up Open e4a -1 Jason Kraus
2508- 1,Brad Boggess, 2. Reece Lenisy
250C-1. Trevor Jones.
2500- 1. Ross Dowdy, 2 Chris Reid. 3. Kevin
Walker
25-i INC - 1 Jason trans 2. Nathan Hale
30. WC MIC - I Michael Singleton. 2 Joel
Colston, 3. Revue Lemay
40, MC -! Brae Samples.
Women's- 1. Sterne Crittenden 2 Brittany
Fouk-n 3 Megan Hancock
0-70cc Quad - 1. Austin Gipson.
90cc Stook Quad - 1 Austin Feagin. 2. Brittany
Foutch. 3 Blake Hopkins
90 Mod Quad - 1 Cody Gibson, 2. Grant Darnell,
3. Austin Feagin
900c Open Quad - 1 Jordan Roach. 2. Austin
Feagen. 3 Grant Darnell
16-24 Quad - 1. Randy Finch,
0/300 Quad - 1 Aaron Hendon. 2. Jordan Roach.
3. Dante) Hancock.
2508 Up Open Quad- 1. ArkOre* Nash,
2 Stroke 0 Quad- 1. Shane Solomon
4 Stroke C Quad - 1. Randy Finch. 2. Travis Met,
3. Josh FurIchei.
Stroke 0-1.Chase Mathes. 2. Brandon Jainism,
3. Derek Casper
25* Ouad - 1 Scott Newson

N'S TIRE STORE/
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

tk

DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING
IN 2 ROOMS!
CI)PAUSE LIVE TV

Michael Camp • Richard Price • Herbie Tabere
New & Used Tires
Now in Stock.
40111,4,4th St.

Monthly 54 98 CPSH

Same Great Service...
Same Low Prices!

Most Major Brands

No equipment to buy. •

•

No DISH Network commitment.
No additional outlet fees.*

UTTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
17 Years In Business
Family Owned & Operated

•

backed, lock/ding
it Pre Fab Carpenter Built All 0,

concrete floor reinforced
I. Self-supporting 2x6
with wire mesh
trusted rafters 211 0 C
B. 12 footing
J. 1/2 plywood/O.S.B
C. Polyurethane
K. Seal down shingles
under concrete
L. Overhang covered
D Anchor bolts in
M. Overhead steel
concrete
door
E. Treated bottom
N. Steel service door
plates
0 2x4 fascia
F. Constr, gr.
aluminum COvernd
studs
P. 2x10 headers
G. 7/16 O.S.B.
•
undersiding
0. 4x4 raised curb
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding
We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
A 4

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models re/hardboard siding
Deluxe Models- vinyl siding
1 1/2 CAR (12120)
56.525
55.725
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
56.925
2 CAR (113x20)
56.525
2 CAR (18x20)
S6.825
LARGE CAR (22x22)
S7.225
LARGE CAR (221122)
57.025
$7,326
2 1/2 CAR(2404)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$7,625
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
$8.125
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR(2400)
58.925
LARGE 3 CAR (.30x301
$9.375
LARGE 3 CAR (301143)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT- CALL US

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
ri i ir,m-RI lilt - Buy Or Rent To Own'

Voteso-OreDemarbi See v.ce mve appOes f

•
•

CHECK THESE FEATURES:

RECORD UP TO 100 HOURS'
WITHOUT THE HASSLES
OF VIDEOTAPE

DIGITAL HOME ADVANTAGE

762-0000

(270)674-5530 • Melber, KY

O

Pay a $49.99 Activation Fee and recerve a- $49.99 credit
on your first bill, making your Activation FREE!

Mort-Fri. 8-430• Sat.8-Noon
Michael Camp

SKIP RECORDED
COMMERCIALS

•

FREE Standard Professional Installation
Standard equipment warranty included.
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Classifieds

Init@murrayledger.com

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

WW
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requamed to check the trst
merlon 1 tee ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Tenet ea be responsible lot only one
mated newton Any swor Mould be reported
mrnediately so corrections can be made

DEADLINES

Friday

11 am.
Mon. 11 am.
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wed. 11 am.
Wed. 5 p.m.

Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Monday .......

.........

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Murray Ledger as Thews Fair Mousing Ad Notice
AU zeal estate advertised helm at sublect luithe Federal Fdlf
ftowing Act which makrs it illegal to Avenue any preference, line
dawn or dns-runosatiun based cm race evict OilgIOn. Pi. handicap
familial status or national ongin, of enlention to make am such prri
erenors. limitatxvis or drecnnwiation
or ad vermina ot
Stale laws turbid deanmuiation an the saie rental
real estate based co taitors an 'Mason to those protected under led
nal law
w all know utgly accept any advertning tor real estate w het is nut
an s loiateon art the law AD persons are herebs informed that all
dwellings advertised are aVailible on an equal upportunth kNinqs
For ha-their assistance with Fair Housing Ail,ernsing
requirements, contact 'AA tonrawl Kerr P Warm
171131648- RIUU

010
020
025
030
040
060
WO
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
150
165
180

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Logi Notice
Notice
Personate
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articies For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Fenn Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muskai
Mobile Home Lots Foe Saie
Mobile Homes Fix Sam
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments Foe Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & S,pplies
Pubik Saie
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
445
500
510
520
530
560
570

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Saki
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Spoil Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

t 2nd Run,
$7.75 Column Inch, 60'; Discoun
40% Discount 3rd Run.
AJ, .\11., /4,1 llttilm a

4..

Monday (Shopping Guide)
$3.00 per column inch extra for

AND IT WILL APPEAR ON
PLACE I121/13 LINE AD
CHARGE.
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA
'1111

less 111
or11111.
Z11.11
$&25 ir193NrIPwords

Over 20 words S.50 each
word per day.
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per

The publisher maintains the right to reject or

edit any submitted matter

n
at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brow
1927
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department
753day-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax:
Mon
s:
ce
Hour
Offi
Ave.
nell
Whit
1001
at
e
offic
or stop by our
Help Wanted

Ordinance Number 2004-1362

Mediacom

•

An Ordinance further amending zoning ordinance. number 794 of the City of Murray.
Kentucky, so as to rezone a tract of land located at 1025 Southwood Drive.
as H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
s/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by: .
William C Adams, Ill, Interim City Attorney

Ordinance Number 2004-1353
An Ordinance amending various sections of
Chapter 35 of the City of Murray Code of

Ordinances concerning the City of Murray
personnel rules and regulations.

COLLECTION COORDINATOR REPRESENTATIVE - FT to make a variety of customer service outbound call efforts, including collections, pre-installation callbacks and unretumed equipment callbacks.
Specific responsibilities would include collection
callbacks to' delinquent account customers, calling
customers prior to installation to verify appointment
times and services, eallbacks to customers who still
possess company equipment in an effort to collect,
keying payments, act as a back-up to front counter
CSRs and Dispatcher positions, customer letter generation and filing. Qualifications include six months
customer service or phone experience. Ability to perfOrm all duties and responsibilities as described in a
customer friendly and courteous manner. Good oral
ability and listening skills, basic math aptitude, ability to read and write and keyboarding 30-40 wpm.
Ability to work flexible, hours including evenings.
weekends holidays and overtime as required.

s/s H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor

individual to fulfill
Designer II. Progressive company is seeking an
ible for
the position of Designer H. The individual will be respons
concept
and
ies
assembl
,
tooling
or
ents
compon
x
designing comple
specification;
designs; preparing layouts and designs from data and
release notices
processing engineering change orders and engineering
ibilities
respons
Other
.
needed
as
ls
materia
of
with marked up bills
rs and asseminclude detailing complicated drawings, such as cylinde
ements or
bly drawings as needed, redesigning for functional improv
in develpating
partici
by
rs
enginee
product
ing
cost reduction; support
s by supplying
opmental meetings for new engines and future project
reduction suggesnew ideas, tolerance studies, models, prints, cost
testing is
engine
and
ions,
suggest
tions, process improvement
ying, evalrequired; and providing assistance to design team by identif
ion probproduct
and
design,
e
machin
gs,
drawin
ng
uating, and resolvi
ual
Individ
.
quality
product
and
on
lems which affect plant operati
personnel to
must be able to work with materials suppliers and plant
minimal superensure quality. Individual must be able to work with
rs, and must
vision and instruction from senior designers and enginee
ish design
accompl
to
CAD
Auto
and
er
Engine
Pro
in
ent
profici
be
tasks.

William C. Adams, HI, Interim dityAttomey

Himic•

Mediacom
Attn: Karen Bast
90 Main St.
Benton, KY 42025
Fax: 270-527-2126
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
E-Mail: kba.st(gmediacomcc coca
Equal Opportunits Employer

WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays
8 a.m.-I p.m. & 4 p.m.-7 p.m.
Mon., Wed., & Fri. 4 p.m.-7,p.m.

111

Staring sair Until Season Fad

270-753-5410

04110A16ERR/ES

Due to serious injuries and
illness, Futrell Farm, will not sell
produce this year, 2004. We hope
to be back with a full
crop in 2005. Keep our
phone number please!
Van Futrell
753-8848
•• Peaches

010
Lethal
Nona
BEGINNING _June 23
'2004 I, Eric Miller, will not
be responsible for debts
made by anyone other
than myself
Eric Miller
Notice
CALLOWAY County Fam
iiy History Book Family
histones needed Not necessary to have been born
in Calloway County Entries up to 500 words, one
picture free Entries may
be turned in at Murray
Woman's Clubhouse 704
Vine Street, on Thursdays
from 11-2 and 4-6 For
more information call
759-4638
COOL down with summer
salads at Sandra D's
Dirt an.94F 291-1816
Oscar B (0 J I McNew.
will not be responsible for
any debts made by any,3ne other than myself
()sear (O_J)Maim
OUTSIDE Inn Daylily Garden over 1,000 different
varieties nearing peak
bloom 565 Magness. Hardin. KY Open Wednes
days through Saturdays
7am-6prn 437-4015
SUMMER Hours Starting
July 1 Tuesday through
Friday 10-2pm. Thurs &
Friday 5-8pm Sandra D's
Diner 293-3816

Cream

SWEET
CORN
$2.25 dozen
435-4323

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found

ky 40621. We
Services, 275 E. Main Street 2-WA, Frankfort, Kentuc
er.
Employ
are tin Equal Opportunity
060

AUTOMOBILE TITLE CLERK
Toyota of Murray is taking applications for
part time or full time title clerk. Person
needs experience and knowledge in working with titles and contracts in the states
of KY and TN. Please apply in person to
Doris Williams or Gaye Moore between
hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. or mail application to P.O. Box 148, Murray, KY, 42071
Attention of Doris Williams.

111133

He Wasted

OPTOMETRIC OFFICE
ASSISTANT Some sales

preferred
experience
Hours M-Th 9-5(no weekends) Fax resume to
753-5504

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
sAll Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

PURITY DAIRIES
ROUTE SALES
OPPORTUNITIES
Commission Route Sales Driver in Murray,
KY. Applicants must possess the ability to
sell high quality products and provide excellent customer service in a professional manner. CDL Class A/Airbrakes and previous
route sales experience desired. Outstanding
compensation and benefits including medical,
dental, prescription program, vision, 401K,
and employee stock purchase plan.
Complete an application at the Calloway
County Department of Labor located at 1210
Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY. For more information call 1-800-933-6455.
E0E/M/FN
www.jobs0-`tpuritydairies.com

LABORATORY DIRECTOR
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a Laboratory Director. The individual
must have 3-5 years experience as a
director of a busy laboratory and demonstrated management skills in regulatory
requirements, personnel, and operations. Candidates must have a BS in
Medical Technology, Biology, or related
field & a Tennessee supervisor license.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive salary package including relocation assistance.
Interested candidates who meet all the
re'quirements should send resume or
may apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
731-644-8474 FAX
eledden hcmc-tn.orq
Equal Opportunity Employer
vow • 'burro .ledger.cono virww.rri - rrey'rege corn
:on
a. it 1 ,^1.: ii ystS
WV W. I
'lid*.Rate. t.y14.1401..•.0.11

753-3853
Business
Opportunity

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Responsibilities: Proficient in operation of
grounds, heavy equipment-backhoe, tractors,
mowers and similar equipment. Will supervise all seasonal Maintenance Employees,
Volunteers and Community Service Workers.
Salary and Benefits: Minimum salary for the
position $10.75 per hour(depending on training and experience) plus benefits. MurrayCalloway County Park benefit package
includes health insurance, life insurance,
retirement plan, sick, vacation and personal
days. .
Job applications and full job descriptions for
the above listed position are available at the
Park Office located 900 Payne Street,
Murray, KY 42071. Deadline for application
is 4:00 p.m. Friday, July 16, 2004.
Murray-Calloway County Peak is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

Marshall County physician's office
has the following opportunities:
*Experienced ARNP, full-time position
with excellent pay and benefit package
*Part-time x-ray tech
*Part-time ultrasound tech

with
echocardiography certification
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-K,
Murray, KY 42071

OTR driver, dedicated
freight, home most weekends (731)247-5871

HelperCarpenter
Blocklayer 753-9372

Bluegrass Gardens:
Daylily Farm, Mon-Sat
10-7, Sun 1-5. 684 Crossland Rd in Murray. KY
ile Homes For Sale

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 121h, Murray.

Please.
PEOPLE Plus, Inc. is accepting applications for a
position in the -Murray
area. Must be willing to
work weekends, pass a
background check and
drug screen. Starting pay
is $6.00 per hour. If intercall
please
ested
270-251-3111 for appointment. Must be 18. Minimum GED required. EOE

14X56 mobile home, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, central
air & heat- gas, $1,600
0130 492-6204
14X80 mostly furnished 3
bedroom, utility room, 2
bath, whirlpool. garden
tub, carport, ruffled back
porch, small front porch

GOOD, used ATV adult.
759-5410
USED carpeting, electric
baseboard heaters, refrigerators, and air conditioners. 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199 Six
days a week

CareAll
Home Care
Services
Join a Wonderful Team!
Nye are currently looking
for Pediatric Nurses
in the Puryear.
Tennessee area!
Must be licensed in TN

1.1 acres with new riding
mower all for $37,000
762-0544
16X80 3BR 2 . bath
$10:795 tax paid, put it
your name 437-4465
28X72 double-wide office
building. His and her bathrooms. 1 large room, several small rooms, central
Call
$12.000.
air.
437-4608
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath. Must be moved ExFRIGIDAIRE 18,000 BTU
condition $16,500
cellent
$225,
ner.
Air Conditio
759-2316 or 7534022
Washer $75. 489-2544
JUST IN! Brand new
after 600pm.
$17,999.00
home
LOADED. 3/4 inch ply6'X7' 4 window black
wood floors. shingle roof
Leonard camper topper.
box. and much more. We fitruck
8'x8'x14'
nance even with bad
753-3724
credit!!! 731-642-6438
Antique Oak Teachers
THE SALES Center is full!
Desk & matching Oak
Swivel Desk Chair. $200. Repos. used, new and
Call 436-2875.
play models all must go.
KING Cherry Oak waterNo
thousands.
Save
frame.
bed with 6 drawers
money down with your
767-9998
as low as
L.P Gas Refills 20 & 30 deed or
down.
$862.00
B&B
in
stock.
LB tanks
731-642-6185
Brokers 701 South 12th

( all Amy Paschall, R.N.
1-800-727-5491
090

Domestic 8, Childcare
Caregiver for the elderly.
Hospital or at home. 5
days per week. Light
housekeeping and errands. References avail
able. 753-R-3.51
Will
EXPERIENCEDclean up after renters.
new construction, remodeling. floors, windows.
etc. 436-5914. Valerie.
HAVE one opening for
one large house or two
small houses Ref, exp
Call 489-2984
WILL CLEAN HOMES.
Great rates/ref. I do windows & laundry. 759-2386

has immediate openings
for Assistant Managers.
Must be customer
oriented with food
service expehence
Apply at 616N. 12th.
No phone calls please.

WWW TROTTERS
WOODSHOP COM
753-0249
180
Lawn & Garden

Want to Buy

NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shifts. Apply in person @ Sonic
Drive-in. 217 S. 12th
Street. No Phone Calls

Minimum requirements: Must possess Class
B, CDL, Valid KY Drivers License, High
School Diploma. Holiday and Weekend hours
of employment will be required. Four years
experience.

AN established Insurance
Agency in Murray, KY is
looking for person who is
interested in pursuing a
career in the insurance
field Applicant must be licensed or willing to be
trained. Please send your
resume to the address below by July 15th. We offer
competitive salary and
benefits P.O Box 1040-F,
Murray. KY

DOLLAR Store: Own a
Dollar Store 1-800-2275314
120

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
County Parks Dept now
accepting applications for
maintenance
season
workers: Deadline July 1,
2004. Applications available at Park office 900
Payne St. Monday-Friday
8am-4pm. 762-0325

Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
is accepting applications.for Maintenance I
position.

160
Home Furnishings

100

Computers

no phone calls please
LOST a grey Manx cat in
the Lakeway Shores area
Has a collar on and is declawed Call 436-5330
LOST White female dog
13 years old Possibly
seen in murray Part of the
Call
Reward
family
759-1771

Tues.. July 6 Fri., July 2 at noon
Wed.. July 7 Fn., July 2 at 3 p.m.

Help Wanted

money?
NEED extra
Housekeepers needed for
Saturday hours cleaning
resort accommodations
Call 436-2345

Deadline

Published

for Employment
Send resume to: Ginny Burton #3756, Department

NOTICE

Purity Dairies has an immediate opening for

SORRYrelated

Due to the 4th of July holiday.
there will be no paper on
Monday. July 5th. The classified
deadlines have changed.

of equivalent
Bachelor degree in mechanical design or four years
years at the
two
of
um
minim
a
have
Must
d.
design experience require
hour, 40 hours
Designer I level. The wage for the position is $19.50 per
traveling is also
per week, with mandatory overtime as needed. Some
ently in the
perman
work
to
zation
-required. Only persons with authori
apply.
to
need
U.S.

Mediacom has an excellent benefit package.

Summary prepared by:

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Qualified candidates may submit a resume by mail.
fax ore-mail to:

Attest:
s/s Harla McClure •
Harla McClure, City Clerk

L_

Help Wanted

060

060

060

060

060

VISA

APT. Bldg. 2BR IBA up
stairs. 3BR 2BA down.
New roof, paint. Below ap
praise! $700/mo income
$55,000 489-2296

753-4389
MISC/FOR Sale Free Dish
Network 4 room satellite
system free. That's right,
hook-up 4 TV's with 60
channels including local
network for $34.99 per
month. Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite 759-0901
for more information Beasley Antenna & Satellite
731-642-4077
MISC/FOR Sale High
Speed Internet service via
satellite for $29 95 per
month. Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite 759-0901
for more information. Beasley Antenna & Satellite
731-642-4077
NEW 20' car haul trailer.
White with white spoked
wheels. Days 753-0133,
nights 492-8219
OAK Dining Room pedestal table with 4 high back
matching chairs Excellent
condition. $295 Singer
creative touch sewing machine in solid oak sewing
maching cabinet Excel$95.
condition
lent
753-2707
STRAW for sale. $2 a
bale. 489-2436, if no answer leave message.

Mobile Homes For Rent
3BR 2BA 492-8526
For sale or rent '99 16X80
on 6 acre, $450/month
rent Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756
NICE 2BR mobile home
for rent or sale No pets
753-9866
Business Rentals
space
COMMERCIAL
South 4th Street in Murray. 61x60 space with 017
Call
fice
included.
7
4

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR all appliances Oaks
apartments 759-4118
1br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid.
Downtown, no pets. Call
(270) 761-2085
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Really 753-4444

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PUBLIC AUCTION

L

vleesONsred

Sat., July 3, 2004•10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray
take Hwy 94 West to Lynn Grove • see auction signs. From Mayfield
take Hwy 121 South through t'oldwater turn South onto Hwy 1836
follow to auction.
A nice queen 4 piece bedroom suit - big queen bed and clean bedding - odd beds - odd
chest and dresser bases - n all mirrors one old and fancy - sofa and recliners - love seat
- odd chairs - bar stools - nice drop leaf table with 6 chairs - glass door china cabinet
- also a nice dining table with 6 chairs - large glass door china cabinet - small drop leaf
breakfast set with 2 chair - nice cedar chest - small cedar box - nice large area rug knee hole desk - stereo cabinet - steno recorder player - nice entertainment center small dresser or wash stand with mirror rack - dressing mirror - record cabinet portable color t.v. remote - other color t.v. - stereo with external speakers - nice floor
and table lamps - coffee table & lamp tables - computer - small and large book shelfs
- 2 nice, metal office desks - desk pads and desk chair - like new small refngerator auto washer and dryer - nice chest freezer- microwave and stand - file cabinets - electric heaters and fans - like new\i5,000 B.T.U. ready heater - small kerosene heater like new chain saw
extension card - nice Kubota gas generator A.3,500 nice 200 gallon water tank - lots of kitchen items pots and pans - glass and china small kitchen appliance - lawn and garden tools - craftsman rear tine tiller - front tine
tiller - snapper Mint mower electric start - nice walk behind lawn mowers - shop
power tools - wrenches- 3 pt 6'disc - a nice marlin 22 rifle gold tngger 60.w modle
- a new hornet 22 caliber single shot rifle for youth hornet model S.B.2 - nice single
axel trailer - lawn trailer. - a nice coon hunting light iniood.condition - also collector
item, many items not listed - lunch available - not reiFinsible for accidents

DAN MILLER - DARRELL BEANE
TERRY PASCHALL - AUCTIONEERS .
1 icalrwil A li•mded iii
IF., •,

d id s'

& tross.1‘12K1 lirsu
tosl.

23.kt

IS I'm •

BIG YARD SALE
INSIDE & OUTSIDE
Formerly Bob Corner Store At
New Concord
Thursday thru Sunday
10 a.m. to?
Fishing rod & reels, garden tools, baseball cards, burning barrels, collectibles,
lots more. 436-2487

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
101 Arbor Drive In Lynnwood Estates
Thursday & Friday July 1 & 2
7 a.m. - Noon
Men's clothes, 10 speed bike, garage
door openers, entertainment center,
weed eater, CDs, cassette tapes,
Minolta 35mm camera, cordless phone.

415-41
"

YARD SALE DEADLINES
To Run in
Wed
Thurs.
Fri

Deadline is:
Mon @ 5 p.m
Wed. @ 11 a.n)
Wed @ 5 p m

Prices
1 x2 -

Less than 30
words

S8.00
S13.00
S16 00

2x2 - Over 30 word'

1day
2 days
3 days

320
Apartments For Rent

Apartments For Rent

1BR apt. Newly remodeled, nice quiet area,
off-street
parking
753-8588
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1BR studio. $345 p/mo.
1BR w/ study, W/D, $350
p/mo. 2BR townhouse.
W/D. $410 p/mo, Call
270-753-7559 if no answer please leave message.
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
about move in free days.
Ipm.n RF 759-4118
2 Room all furnished, all
utilities, water. electric.
phone and cable included.
Access to pool & fitness
mon!) $400/month, $150
deposit. Call for information. (270)754-8407.
2BR apts. 2 Northwood
area. 1 Cambridge area,
All appliances furnished
Call 293-6968
26R duplex $400/mo. Call
12701Z59-4406
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118.
28R quiet location, w/d
hookup,
no
pets.
$355/mo. 753-6931 2936070
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118.
3BR 2 bath, newly remodeled duplex. Dishwasher.
fridge, w/d hook up.
$525/month. No pets.
7
3
5
4342
5 and 4 bedroom house &
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
APARTMENTS for rent
starting at $299. Pets welcome. Call Murray Place
at 270-759-3003
CONDO on Lake for
lease: 2 br, 2 bath, pool.
554-R711
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic
rent
$360/
month.One
bedroom
$330/month.
Call
753-1970. Leave Message.

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
, We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
VERY nice 2BR 2 bath appliances furnished C/HJA 1
year lease 1 month depoGit
No
pets
(270)751-2905
VERY nice roomy 28R 2
bath IN/garage All appliances, 1 yr lease 1 month
deposit. NO pets 753-2905
Houses For Rent
(2) 2 Bedroom Houses for
rent. 753-1502.
2BR IBA house on
Speaker
Trail.
$425
month. $600 deposit. Call
Kopperud
Realty
751-1222
3 bedroom, 2 bath, extremely nice. garage, fireplace, sun porch, security
system. 8 miles east.
Cnleman RF 759-411R
3 miles from town, 3BR 2
full baths. C.H&A. all appliances & lawn service.
436-2428 night, 293-5924
clay
House with full basement
on 5 lots. 32x30 garage.
167 Wilkins Dr. in Crappie
Hollow Subdivision. Go
look
and
call
770-386-0962. Rent to
own
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
"Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

LARGE Duplex in quiet,
private area
$500.00
month, lease + deposit, no
pets, 759-1087.
LARGE very nice 1 bedroom with all appliances
including washer & dryer.
$330/mo (270)759-5885
.• or (270)293-7085
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $20.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants.
Also accepting applications for fart.
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 2 BR, 2 Bath close
to campus, quiet neighhood, water & garbage
pick-up included. $550/per
month. 753-2225. Evenings 759-1509.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668

S15.00
S24 00
S30 00

1

commence( prop. for rent
1131

APPROXIMATELY 3,000
sq ft building located at
643 N
Street
4th
$400/month Ideal place
for carpet or cabinet shop
753-8087 leave message

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858.
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
731-352-0037
trained
731-642-5151

FOR Sale Hay square
753-0313
$2
bale
Farm

Email us at
mItOmurrayiedger.com

Yard Sala

YARD SALE
641N to 1422 Coles
Campground Rd,
across from the
church
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
waterbed PA system
with microphones,
drum set, generator,
fill a bag of clothes for
$I & much more

YARD SALE
1656 College
Terrace

Take College Farm
Road to Kentucky,
turn on College
Terrace

Thursday 3-6 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Furniture, prehung
doors, light fixtures, iron
pieces, household,
collectibles. misc

MOVING SALE
2114 Villa Square
Fri. & Sat.
July 2 & 3
7 a.m. - Noon
Brand name young
rr4n's clothes. men
& women's clothes,
furniture, books,
washer & dryer.

HUGE 4 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
take 1429 3/4 of
mile to 531 Wells
Purdom Dr. in Almo
Fri & Sat
7 am -?
lots of everything. All
sizes clothing. Books,
purses, home decor.
etc.

YARD SALE
65 McDougal Dr 45 miles from Court
Square on 94E
Fri. only • 7a -?
riding mower, pressure washer, air compressor, tools, misc.
household items

ANTIQUES AND
COLLECTIBLES
Across from
Hitching Post in
Aurora, KY
July 2, 3, 5,6
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
July 4
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Dolls, paperdolls,
furniture, Oak showcase & much more

Real Estate
REAL Estate- Corner o
New Hwy 68/80 & Purdom Rd_ In 2 tracts 15.72
acre (1.900 ft rd frontage).
7.34 acres (1950 ft rd
frontage) 5 miles from
Murray $4.150 an acre.
1-423-942-3850

BETWEEN the lakes 3
lots 422ftx258ft. 120 ft
well, new pump, septic.
.electric, phone, older 5th
wheel incl great to build.
quiet and lots. $12,500
OBO. Call toll free
1-877-246-5910
or
574-250-1223

460
Homes For Sale
0 Down Program
(100% Financing)
Call Keith Baker Homes
today and let's get you
ready for your new home
1-731-644-0013
3BR, 2BA home in Lynn
Grove Asking $74,500
Phone 270-293-9209 or
270-705-0808

[

1211
Sport Utility Vehicles

96 Ford Explorer Limited
4 w/d, 108.000 miles,
loaded. $4,500. 753-9761
'93 Ford Bronco XLT, 4x4,
V8-302, CD, alarm, tint,
other extras. Excellent
condition, asking $6,500.
Call
759-1663
or
293-7068

Used Cars
3BR, 2BA, brk, c/h/a. Hazel,
731-247-5465
270-761-2657. leave mes1998 Ford Escort 2X2
2DR, 5 speed. 120K
5a9g
ESTATE, 102 N. 9th. 2BR, $3,000. 731-243-7326
1BA, dining, basement, '96 Olds Aurora, loaded, 1
detached garage, deep
owner, factory Bose syslot. Excellent location. tem,
72,xxx
miles.
Older house, good condi- 753-1624 after 5pm
tion. $67,900. 293-8487, 1983 Buick Riviera. runs
293-1867
great, body rough. $500
HWY. 641 South in KY, 753-9675
remodeled.-new root, septic, carpet. etc. Nice.
Vans
549.900.(7311247-3068
INVOICE REDUCTION
1997 Ford Aerostar, good
SALE.
condition, 109,xxx. $3.100
Call today and save, save, 0E30 474-8022
save. We have over 20
'95 Ford Windstar Van
homes
inventory.
in
293-1466
1-731-644-0013
500
KEITH Baker Homes.
Used Trucks
Bring us the deed to your
land and let us put you in
your
dream
home. 2001 Ford F250 extended
cab. 4x4, powerstroke die731-644-0013
sel.
49,000
miles
LAND Home Packages
$22,800. 227-0906
Available
Let our land home special1999 Silverado Z71, 4w/d.
ist help you find your
70.000 miles Many extras
dream home package. We 512 900 (270)226-9533
sell homes in TN and KY. 1997 Dodge Sport Pickup,
Call today for details at 4x4. Black, loaded with
1-731-644-0012
sunroof. High miles. Call:
NICE 4 bedroom home in
435-4201
county. Close to town on 7
1995 Chevy Silverado.
acres
$134,000
P.U. one owner, stepside,
270-753-6342
red, 40,000 miles.$9,500
Southern
Energy
753-1376
Homes
1988 Chevrolet 3/4 ton
Custom build your home
seats 4 w/back seat has
or choose from over 200 rack 350 engine, good
floor plans Call today for
truck $1800
details 1-800-533-3568
(270)978-1084
SPEC home
1985 Dodge 3/4 ton 4x4.
Awesome home!!! Ready
Dana 60. 318 auto- for
to move into Set-up on. parts
$400
080
land
Call
today
492-6204
731-6444)012
510
SW area, 3BR, 2BA, brick.
Campers
1 acre, built 1996. Reduced
$134,000
JAYCO
10V
pop-up
753-8866
camper. Like new, with air
USED Homes.
and newly installed bike
Let us trade for your used
racks. Sleeps six. Ready
home or let us make and
to go. Located on Hwy,
offer on your home.
121 in front of Innovative
1-800-533-3568
Printing. 759-5532 or
www.kyfsbodirect.com
293-6957
See local FSBO listings
WEST KY Mobile RV
w/picture and description.
repair: Parts & Service
Advertise your property
-$10 no commission. Call (270)247-9779_
2000 MALLARD, 26ft
767-9308 for info.
slideout, sleeps 6, hitch incl • • 270-762-0993
Motorcycles & ATV's
ham.„0
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
McKinney Insurance
Services
"Your Hometown
Insurance Source"
104 N 4th Street
754-3500
2002 V-Star Custom. Purple, garage kept. 2,100
miles.
$4,100
OBO.
753-0278
1999 Harley Davidson Superglide. Excellent condition. 8,000 miles $12,500
Call after 2pm 759-9222

BOAT INSURANCE
McKinney Insurance
Services
'Your Hometown
Insurance Source'
104 N. 4th Street
753-3500
ALUMINUM Levee-Lift jetski lift $1295 new $600.
43&4602 or 293-4602
2001 Hams Classic Pontoon, 115HP Yamaha
4-stroke fuel injected,
AM/FM, CD. 1 owner,
beautiful boat, perfect

1995 Honda Shadow,
600cc, new front tire, purple/white, good condition.
Call 293-4809

dition.
(27

1989 Honda CR250 dirtbike. Recently rebuilt from
top to bottom. Too many
modifications
to
list
$1,700 firm Please call
436-2902

436-2867 Joe's Small En
gine Repair Free pick
up/delivery.

2002 Ford Escape XLT
sport 4x4 black, no
boundaries rack system.
24.xxx miles. one owner,
extra
nice. $19.000
293-6115 after 4130pm or
753-3939
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statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

'Loan Officers. National 'Dallas & Mavis Dry Van
AUCTIONS
*ABSOLUTE
AUCTION Bank Min 2 yrs. expen- Division is seeking Owner
July 22nd, Calvert City, KY, ence required in FHANA Operators Home weekRace Track & 259+/- acres. and Conventional Fax ends, plus stop off pay. no
1-800-558-5464. Tommy resume Brent Tye, Eddie forced dispatch 1 yr. OTR
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
experience Class A CDI,
Todd, Broker, JP King Dalton 859-263-6776
Decks, Home Additions,
Call 1-800-264-2442
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding, Auction Co., J. Craig King
*POLICE OFFICERS train
Kentucky
Auctioneer
Garages, Pole Barns.
$1.000-1.200
for law enforcement career •Driver
Quarterly
t
- *Auction July 9th and 10th. No exp needed H S Weekly.
al Buildings, Fencing
10:00am. Antiques, civil grads ages 17-34 Great Bonuses, short haul pay
Quality Workmanship_
war memorabilia, guns. pay. benefits Must relo- layover & detention pay
'Licensed
benefit
knives, coins, primitives. cate Call M-F 800-284- comprehensive
753-7860 753-1194
package. ,Class-A CDL
furniture, glassware, col- 6289
required
Call
ADAMS Electncal & Air lectibles.
Smith
Cave
City.
Transport at 1-888-467Cond. Call 436-5007 for Kentucky. www.duncan- *Secret Shoppers Needed
For
store
evaluations
Get
6484 or visit our website at
all your Relectrical and Air mills.net 1-877-239-7870.
paid to shop local stores www.smahtransport.com
Good. needs
Duncan Mills Auctioneers
restaurants, & theaters
ALAN'S PAINTING
BUSINESS
Barr-Nunn
Training provided flexible *Driver
Bring in the Spring with
OPPORTUNITIES
Owner
hours, email required 1- Transportation.
professional
Operator Solo and Teams
'Be
Financially 800-585-9024 ext 6231
interior/exterineeded. Up to $1.500 signIndependent. Minnesota
or painting reasonable
LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK on bonus! Zero Down
Company
needs honest,
rates. Free estimates!
FOR SALE
Lease purchase available'
dependable person in this
Sat*Kentucky
National SANTA Home every other weekRestock
areaRetail/
isfaction Guarantee! 731866-207-5479
Commercial Accounts with GERTRUDIS SALE July end!
593-5155
www.Barr-Nunn.cor
n
11130am,
17th
Western
Name
Brand Snack/ Drink
ALL CARPENTRY ReKentucky
University. *DriverProducts.
4-6
hours/week.
Covenant
modeling,
additions.
Agriculture Center, Bowling Transport
Teams anci
porches, decks, sun Earn $50,000 (potential).
Green Kentucky. Selling 40 • Solos check out our new
investment.
$8,900
Won't
rooms, roofing, sagging
with
present lots For more information. pay plan Ask about our
floors. termite & water interfere
employment.
Good
Credit- call John Traylor 270-879- Upper Midwest regional
damage. Larry Nimmo
Financing
Available.
1-800- 9556
runs Owner Operators.
(270)753-9372
Or
463-6678
Experienced
Drivers.
MISCELLANEOUS
1270)753-0353
Solos, teams and graduate
ASPHALT Paving and
BUSINESS SERVICES
'Free 4-room DIRECTV students
Call
1 -888sealcoating. Residential,
'Attention Homeowners: system including installa- MORE PAY (1-888-667Commercial
Over 40
Display homes wanted for tion! 125+ channels from 3729)
years
experience
including
vinyl siding replacement $29,99/mo..
II Bros Paving
windows. No payments locals. 3 months HBO & "Driver Earn'opto 37c per
Ph
759-0501
or
mile! Get paid twice weekuntil 2005. Payments start- STARZ 2 for 1 S&H
753-1537.
ing at $89 per month. All Restrictions apply 1-800- ly! Company sponsored
training available
Get
Selling your motorcycle credit qualifies. Call 1-800- 208-4617
Immediate benefits, 48251 -0843
*Wolff
Tanning
Beds.
ATV?
or
state OTR driving jobs 1Affordable
Convenient.
EDUCATIONAL
Call us, we'll be glac
800-923-2778
Tan at home' Payments
TRAINING
to help.
from $29/month , Free color 'Driver- New Pay Package
Amazing things start with
Murray Ledger & limes
catalog. Call today 1-888- Start to 39 cpm plus S3000
career training at Daymar
270-753-1916
8 3 9 - 5 1 6 0 . sign on bonus. Weekly tarp
College- Owensboro. 3361
www op etstan.corn
other
pay.
exciting
Buckland
Square.
changes, 6 months experiASPHALT
Owensboro, Ky 42301 •
MONEY TO
ence required. Hornady
Travis Asphalt
800-955-1997 Dept. 10846
LEND/LOANS
800-441-4271 ext ET135
Sealcoating
• www.daymarcollege.edu
*Business Financing availTony Travis bwner
• Earn Your Degree- Online able 510k-10m for startups 'Drivers- Be home week.Driveways
from home. Business, /cash flow/ LOC/ mortgage ends! Miles within your
"Parking Lots
2c, mile
pay
Paralegal.
Computers. Interest Rate 3%-17% region
FREE ESTIMATES
Networking and more. Quick easy approval 1- increase 6 mo OTR & cur753-2279
rent CDL USA Logistics
Financial Aid available, job 866-661-2070
BACKHOE & TRUCKING placement
888-922-0122
assistance. and
ROY HILL.
RESORTS RENTALS
computers provided. Call
Septic system, gravel
'
DriversDedicated.
tree (866)858-2121.
•Gatlinburg, Tn. Oak Leaf
white rock
regional & OTR No loadAccommodations:
'By
FARM
436-2113
ing/unloading! Top pay
Melanie Seagle Cabins.
MACHINERY/FARM
Dozer work & Track hoe
40c. Owner operators 85c
Condo's
and
Chalets
Call
EQUIPMENT
+FSC. Home weekly Nu
today for a free brochure 1CARPORTS Starting at
NYC. Ozark Motor Lines
*Horse, stock, and living 866-430-3411
Rates $89$675. installed. Roy Hill
800-264-2033
quarters
trailers
by $175 per night
(270)436-2113.
KeiterBuilt. All varieties
'Drivers, over the road 35
Concrete Finishing. starting as low as $6995. *Myrtle Beach. SC 1-800states. Flat w/sides. late
331-7300
Beachsands
ln
Drive-ways, Sidewalks. Call Cody at 1-877-204model conventionals 3
Five Night family special
Patios, tc. 759-3229.
5139. Financing Available
years extierience S2.000
$249.00
(SundayFINANCIAL
sign on bonus. Start 34cThursday) 200
yards
•SSCASHS$ Cash now for beach/pavilion Two double .38c mile +benefits Call
structured
settlements, beds, two.adults, two chil- (800)444-6648 '
annuities. and insurance dren
www beach- *Drivers- Solos Own Ops
payouts. (800)794-7310 sandsinn.com
Teams- Make it Buske
J.G. Wentworth... J.G.
Country! Top pay, miles.
Wentworth means cash •Panama City Beach. benefits! Late model equipnow for structured settle- Sandpiper-Beacon Beach ment! Plus much more'
Loading Dock of
Resort. From $79 (1-2p.
ments.
CDL-A, 1-877-613-6385
restrictions) Pools, lazy
Murray Ledger & Times
*Cash
for
structured river ride, parasailing, hot ext. 286 www buske corn
Settlement/ Annuity pay- tub, suites. trki bar, water 'Drivers: USA Truck is now
First Come
ments. It's your money! slide.
800-488-8828 hiring teams. Start at 41c
First Serve
Get cash now when you www sandpsperbeacon.com
mile Great miles pay, on
need it most! Oldest/ best
delivery,
guaranteed
Please
SPORTING/SPORT
ING
in the business. Settlement
hometime. Call Sun- Sat
No Phone Calls
GOODS
purchasers. 1 -877-Money800-237-4642
Me.
*CHERRY
BLOSSOM
'Job of a lifetime' Driver
15555 Get Cash Nowt!' GOLF AND COUNTRY trainee No experience
CONCRETE
finishing. We buy structured settle- CLUB. Georgetown, Ky.
needed. Quality Truck drivsidewalks, patios, drive- ments and insurance annu- Golf Digest voted us best
ing School hiring in your
ways, free estimates, ities. Call Structured Asset places to play 2004! Join
area Star Transport Zero
(270)435-4619
Funding Now!!! 1-877-966- us for your next round or down No credit check
outing.
Special
8669 $$$$$
Contract training 1-877Membership offers now
443-8289
CUSTOM Tractor, work
FOR RENT
available
Call 502-570tilling, blade work, bush
•0/0's Tractors $1 53. 5,7
9849!
•Professional
office
space
hogging. Free estimates
$1.15. Cargo Vans $ 75for rent in Frankfort Just
TRUCK DRIVERS
Gerald L. Carroll, owner.
80. Up to $3000 Sign on
off US 127 near 1-64.
492-6159 or 293-0163
HELP WANTED
bonus.
Call
Tr -State
Approximately 700 square
Expedited 888-320-5424
feet on second floor, pri- 'ATTENTION
DRIVERS.
vate bath, closets $600 Regional
DNJ HANDYMAN
Runs Available *Star Transport. Needs
per
month,
includes
We do all the odd jobs
drivers
for company drivers & 0/0! inexperienced
water/sewer, electnc, gas
you
Midwest & Northeast Also, Home most weekends
don't have time for. Plus. Call 502-223-8821
Hinng OTR. Co,0/0, Solo, Peterbelt. Trucks. Shared
all repairs for home and
Team. 1-800-CFI-DRIVE tuition. Food and lodging
HELP WANTED
business.
provided 1800-455-4682
www.chdrive com
*Begin that new career
293-5438
*Truck
•ATTN:
Driver Training Get
today! Now accepting
FLATBED DRIwelding trainees or tractor VER
Guaranteed your Class-A CDL without
DOZER WORK
trailer repair students. HomeNlieekends + 2 times spending
thousands
INSTALL & REPAIR
Immediate placement after thru week
Consistent $1900 include.s Haz-Mat
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
training. Start now! Call V- Freight thru home Top pay Immediate placement after
GRAVEL HAUUNG.
TAPS 888-298-8277
Class A CDL 800-246- training. Start Now! Call VPublic or Contract
TAPS 888-298-8277
6305
*Help
Wanted!
Home
&
Contact at 270-753-9503
Garden Party Plan- NO 'Been off the road awhile
FLOOR covering installa- Delivery, quotes, inventory- and want to get back to
commission. driving over the road
tion carpet, hardwood, vi- 30/40%
nyl, ceramic, vct. laminate. recruiting bonus. Ask me again? We otter a 'refreshminor floor repairs, Free about *July Potentially er' training program for
drivers like you! To find out
estimates. 15 years expe- Free Kit" 270-749-2626
the details call 1-800-441
rience.
References
Murray Ledger & Times
4953 Heartland Express
270-753-4722
www heartlandexpress com
(270)753-1916

Free
Pallets

Check us out
on the web!

11, iii till I;

A.. I %Ss!, It DS-- I III I II0-• I PI \( I. 10 SIART!
\III) 5 OR OR( AR 10l
\ I I \I) IT IN 1111 CLASSIFIEDS SECTION.

$19.500.
8255

Your Home Imprewerned Headquarters
436-5141
A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean out
garages. gutters, ;Link &
tree work.
492-8688 Roof Repairs
New Roofs, all types 29
years experience. Call

Garters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING- all around clean-up,
gutters, tree work 4362867

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning'
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Bnck 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Dnseways

David Borders

(270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

oflug Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by II a.m. &
pick up next day.
5.000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.
It & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall

1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

A

ing

ervices Offered

UTRELL S Tree Service,
rimming removal stump
Tins:dirty trewood Insured 489-2839

MORRIS HOME
IMPROVEMENT
_IQ
All Types H•'
& improvements
270-759-4599
HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING
Experience and
Professional Equipment
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Insured
527-5974

lak
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, RUBBISH
JUNK/
Remov- al. we II haul
almost
away
anything from attics to
barns odd lobe, Senior
Discounts (270)489-2583

I

ices Onered

Services Offered

NEED your lawn cut or
lawn equipment repaired?
I make service calls on all
Tim
Call
brands
270-978-1431

LAY.Entiiii612.20 haul
ing landscaping backhoe
& loader work 753-4545
gr 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
llemoval *Quick Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt?"
753-5827

Painting & Staining, Carpentry, Minor Plumbing
(leaky faucets etc) Reasonable rates, references
given Phone 435-4682
QUICK & Right Painting,
House work, Yard work,
Odd Jobs (270)761-2559

MOVING If you are moving to a new location and
need professional reliable
movers, call 270-2476094 or 705-4156
Sawdust Tractor Trailer
to
delivered
loads
for
County
Calloway
5195 00 per load Limited
supply No orders taken
after July 31 2004 (731)
247-3068

WA LTE RS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
Addition, and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters
3-2592

www.murrayledger.com

Failed bid for job as
president leads Al
Sharpton to new one

TV Listings published daily

Horoscopes
DV JaCuuelles Bigar

THURSDAY EVENING
ABCD 7:00

7:30

A-Charter 8-Muriay Electric
C-Ilatmliacom D-Galaxy

8:00 1- 8:30

9:00 1 9:30

JULY 1,2004
12:00 1 12:30
10:00 -, 10:30 11:00 - 11:30

Kimmel Live
Friends X Friends I Plighting Jimmy
Primetime Thursday News
Whose 'Whom?
Viltilli-A8C 2 2
Kew'.llve
Jimmy
Seinteld Sainted
Minoan.Thursday News I Nightline
Vfhom? Whose?
VISILAIK 3 3 3
(in Stereo)
Night
Late
1
Show
The Tonight
Tennis
News
Stereci I
Friends 1 Wili-Grace VINI-Grace Scrubs I EFf;In
WSMV-MBC 4 4
Show
Lae
tale
The
n
Entertai
Stereo)
(In
Late Show
News
Without a Trace I
CSI: Crime Sat
Without a Trace I
V/TVF-C85 5 5
(In Stereo)
Night
Late
I
Show
Tonight
The
News I Tennis
ER (In Stereo)I
WPSD-NIC 6 6 6 6 Freewill I WIII-Grace Will-Grace ScrubsI
HollyNightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Weald
News
*
Tess
*.
Prints*
Hospital
7 Whose? Whose? Kingdom
111138J-A8C 7 7
This Old
New
Fare
an
lunseic
Served
Wide Angle (In Stereo) News
Tonnes- Gardener One English
WIPT-FIS 8 8
Becker I Paid Proc. Drew
Shay Will-Grace Simpson. Frasier X King
'70a
Stereo)
(In
Geeing
Tru
JUISi-Fox 9 9 2 3 North ShoreI
Blind Date 5th Wheel
Hervey
Harvey
Friends I Oprah Winfrey I
News
WOPI-UPN 10 17 11 30 WWE SmackDown!(N)(in Stereo)I
The Late Late Show
I
s
News X Late Show (In Stereo) ,Friend
Without a Trace1
CSI: Crime Sat
KFYS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Without a Trace I
Osboume Show
Wheel
5th
at Nine I Becker I Becker I Elimidele
16 389 10 Movie: ** '.) 'Amongst Fnends"(1993. Drama) WGN Neve
WGN
Inspirtioe inspirtionl
Faber.In Search Easley
Word . Feed
Your Day Life Talley Today
Brkthrgh Love
17 63 21
Charlie Rose(N)I
Visions
Great
Ky Life
(In Stereo I News
21 21 5 11 Antiques Roadshow Mystery! -The Remasehi Day'.
Road Rule
Ripley
Pros.
Paid
I
Extra
ne
Roseanne Rosean
Judy
Expen- _ Judy
Pepsi Smash iN[X ExperiWOKA-1111 22 16 10
(Lxei I
enter
SportsC
Outside
Burning
X
(Live)
Baseball Tbnight X SportsCenter
Today at Wimbiedon(N) X
24 29 26 8 Tennis
ESPN
Baseball TonightI Auto Show
But Riding X
Bull Riding X
WNBA Basketball: Fever at Mystics
ESPN2 25 30 25
Jackass Pimp Ride Pimp Ride Pimp Ride
Ashiee
Ashiee
True Life (In Stereo)
Video
26 49 27 24 TRL )ITV)(In Stereo) -Video
MTV
dI
Movie: **** Unrorgiyen")1992. Western) Clint Eastwoo
28 27 39 14 Movie: **** -Vniorgiven"(1992, Western) Cant Eistwood.
MT
King Arthur I
Flood
Noah's
ce
Scien
retsr'Sec
Arthu
King
Noah's Rood
29 41 41
Secrets-Science
'TLC
Mad AM Mod AM.
Nanny
Nanny
Drama) Merge X
30 52 31 31 Providence (In Stereo) Movie: "Love ill Another Town'(1997.
UFE
'Vrban"
Marceau.I
Movie: ***)i "Braveheart"(1995, Drama) Mel Gibson, Sophie
32 51 49 5 Law 8 Order
USA
Bog Halsy"
and
Fauss
"Little
'Movie:
'PG'
Macchio
Movie: r*'1 "The Karate Kkf'(19641 Ralph
Movie: ** "Rody IV"(1985, Drama)'PG'
34 58 29
AMC
X
Files
Case
Cold
I
Jordan
The First 48 "Body in Crossing
35 ,35 44 27 Coid Case Fiies X
Ai&
Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
Home Videos
Whose? Whose? The 700 Club X
(1994)
'
Rascals.
Lrtde
-The
.
36 53 36 2 Movie:**'
FAN
Cheers
Cheers
Cosby
Roseanne Roseanne Cosby
Cosby
37 22 24 4 Sponge Sabrina Full Mae. Full Hie. Boss?
NICK
Designers
Design
Weekend LandDesign
Horne
House
Designers House
Design
Weekend Land43 36 18
liGTV
Real TV
I
TV
Real
Blind Date Blind Date
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXC
MXC
44 33 30 23 Star Trek Gen.
SPIKE
980)
1
,
**
hack"(1
Movie:
"Caddys
Movie: ** 'Tango & Cash '?1989, Drama)X
52 26 21 13 (6 301 MLB Baseball F onda Marlins at Atlanta Braves
WTBS
Trigun
Cowboy
Closed
Aqua
Futurama Famny
Jackie
Titans
Pokemon Yu-Gi-Oh! Coden- Totally
65 32 50
"I'00f1
Forensic Evidence
c The System
Forensi
c
Forensi
System
The
Day
e
of
Evidenc
c
Forensi
The System
The Stars Show the Kind
COURT 66 61
Club Comic View
Love
t
Midnigh
Mead
News
Club Comic View
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
Porkers Porkers 106 & Park Prime
67 39
BET
Concert
Songs
Love
cult
Gemini
100
-Diffi
1
3-Average, 2-So-so;
Top 20 Countdown
100 Greatest Love Songs Concert
70 34
CIATV
imptese"
s"
3,
Machine
-Terminator
Dirty
Sex:
Real
Movie:,* "The Sart"(1997) Val Kilmer.I
(600) Movie
51
71
80
HBO
19)
l
-Apri
21
ch
ARIES (Mar
•P6-13. Movie: * -Hatt Past Dead-12002)
2 "Warty Report"(2002) Tom Ouse.
(65 72 54 (6-45) Movie: ** "Who Squar(1996)'P6-13' Movie: ***'
MAX
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you
when
s
strike
y
Movie: "Breathless"'Ft'
Opportunit
New Generation
R' Movie:** 'Jackass. The Moyle" Boxing' Shalor The
least prepared to run with the SHOW Al 73 52 Movie: "Lost Treasure (2003)'
Proud
Kim
Boy World Even
Bug Juice Lizzie
Recess X So Raven Sister
-Homeward Bound ir"
78 31 57
DISN
moment. You might feel scattered
'R'
Haw)
,
s"(1987
B11ever
Movie: *•7 "When The ParlyS Over"(1992)'R' Movie: *** "The
and pulled in opposite directions. FUX
Movie: *** "The Last Detail"(1973)'FrI
715
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Gets
Get
"I'`The
Corpses
. Horror1P'If !Movie: * "House ol 1000
Go for the least interference. Stay
Movie: -Everyday Peopie"(2004) 'Movie: ** 'The ReIrc"(1997
652
HBO2

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,
July 2, 2004:
Many come to you with requests
How you deal with each person could
vary, but you have many positive
approaches and styles -- use them.
Don't hesitate to take a course in
communication. Often you might
wonder if you give too much or not
enough. Your boundaries need defining. Once you claim your power, you
will be a lot happier. Sometimes you
get down on yourself or become negative. Remember, there are no problems, only solutions. You might buy a
new car that is a bit more expensive
than you intended, or a computer. If.
ypu are single, with all your friends
and socializing, you will meet someone special. This person will encourage you to snuggle in this fall. If you
are attached, you might want to get
some couples therapy or take some
classes in communication. Your relationship will benefit. Consider a
change to your home that you both
have wanted. CAPRICORN has the
same issues youldo,- but acts on them
differently.

Kingdom Hospital
Kingdom Hospital

:apes

ill continue caL h ‘icek.
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AP Television Writer
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Increasing abdominal girth
can be serious
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
always been skinny, but for the past
year my belly has grown and I have
gained 10 I wilds. An ultrasound
revealed thickening of my
gallbladder
wall. One doctor recommended surgery to
remove my gallbladder but my
primary
care
air
physician disDr. Gott agrees, citing
the fact that I
By
suffer no pain.
Dr. Peter Gott Can you please
answer
these
questions:
1. Is my bloating related to my
gallbladder?
2. If so, is there a better way than
surgery to "fix" it?
3. Can my belly be made smaller?
DEAR READER: You wrote
that your ultrasound test did not
show gallstones, but I heed to know
what it did show, other than a thickened gallbladder wall. How did your
liver look? Do you have fluid in
your abdominal cavity? Was your
pancreas normal? How about your
reproductive organs? These and
other issues are critical to my
answer.
Chronic inflammation of the
gallbladder wall could certainly
contribute to your bloating but,
given the fact that you are pain free,
I'd choose 'to look for other causes.
AVC';
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1
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Age poses no-iiiipearientfor
active octogenarians

I advise you to avoid surgery
unless there is a compelling reason
to consider it.
I don't know how to make your
belly smaller, but I recommend that
you address this issue with a gastroenterologist. In my opinion, you
need a specialist's input, as well as a
CT scan of your abdomen and
pelvis.
Frankly, I worry about increasing
girth in a slim person of any age.
You didn't mention your age, but I'd
certainly be more concerned if you
were young and female because of
the possibility of an ovarian problem. In any case, this situation
should not be ignored. Although I
agree with your primary care physician that surgery should be a last
resort, I urge you to have more testing at the discretion of specialists.
Let me know the outcome.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
explain hiatal hernia. Could this
possibly be causing a chronic
cough?
DEAR READER: Hiatal hernia
is basically a weakness of the ring of
muscle that acts as a valve to prevent reflux, the inappropriate backwash of stomach acid into the
esophagus. When this valve malfunctions, irritating gastric acid
inflames the delicate lining of the
esophagus, leading to heartburn.
indigestion, gas and - often cough.
This common condition can usually be treated with medicine such
as Nexium, Protonix or Prevacid to
reduce the production of acid. If the
condition does not respond to medleation, surgery may have to be considered. Follow your physician's
advice and see a specialislif. warranted.
To give you related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Hiatal Hernia."

Copyright 2004, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: After reading
your comment to "Young and in
Love in Toronto" -- the 26-year-old
woman who's in love with a 50-yearold man -- I was
so hot under the
collar that I had
to take' my dog
for a two-mile
walk, then cut
and split a cord
of wood in order
to cool off. You
'See, I'll be 84
this year, so
Dear Abby according
to
you, 1 am "dod-.
By Abigail
dering"!
Van Buren
I walk 18
holes of golf, square dance every
Friday and alternate Saturday nights,
am active in the community and am'
part-time editor of our local seniors
newsletter. And this doddering octogenarian is being married this month
to my square dance partner of the
last four years, who is 18 years
younger.
I hope you get a ton of mail from
other doddering octogenarians. -BOB F., CLAREMONT, CALIF.
DEAR BOB: Did I ever. I had no
idea there were so many active seniors until I used the "d-word." I
deserved 80 lashes with a wet noodle, and I got it. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: My father is running, not "doddering," through his
later years. I wouldn't be surprised if
he lives to be 100. At 80, dear old
Dad went to Mongolia, slept in tents
and rode camels. He still works a
full-time job. travels around the
country and writes articles. He fishes, and walks an 18-hole golf course
once a week -- and doesn't use a golf
cart. His cholesterol is only 135, and
his cardiologist says his heart' is as
healthy as it can be for an 82-yearold. Please rethink your advice to
"Young and in Love." You never
know -- that man might outlive her!
-- CATHY U.. CHOCKTAW,
OKLA.
DEAR CATHY U.: You're right.
No one has a contract with God.
DEAR ABBY: 1 resent the term
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"doddering." Every morning I walk
briskly for 30 minutes and do 30
minutes of weight training three
times a week. Last year I wrote lesson materials for beginner and intermediate courses in computer training for seniors, and taught the material in eight three-hour sessions at
the local branch of the University of
South Florida. I sit on the board of a
nonprofit corporation, serve on the
executive committee of the retirement community where we live and
edit our monthly newsletter. I am 82
years old.
One of my neighbors, who is several years older than I. has decided
to give up flying and sell his airplane. However, he continues to ride
his motorcycle.
My wife volunteers at the regional hospital here. Of course, she's
only 79. -- NOT DODDERING IN
LAKELAND,FLA.
DEAR NOT: I'm sure many people far younger wish they could be
as active and productive as you are.
Including me.
Readers, a question I am frequently asked by women "of a certain age" is "where are all the good
men?" Well, after reading the
onslaught of mail I have received
from outraged octogenarians. I have
the answer: They're all over the
place.
According to Dr. Gary Small,
director of the UCLA Center on
Aging people who stay active physically and mentally, who eat sensibly
and watch their blood sugar, blood
pressure and cholesterol levels, live
fuller, longer and more vital lives.

10 years ago
Freedom Fest, sponsored by
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce and Murray Tourism
Commission, starts today with the
Kids Parade and Family Night at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Thomas Anthony Bunch of
Lexington has been appointed to a
six-year term of regent on the
Murray State University Board of
Regents by Kentucky Gov. Brereton
Jones.
Births reported include a boy to
Tina and Randy Cunningham and a
girl to Tammy and Rodney Black.
June 28; a girl to Lois and Kevin
Conrad. June 29.
20 years ago
The
Cleaver
Construction
Company of Murray has been
awarded a bid to begin demolition
work on the former Tappan building
where the new Briggs & Stratton
plant will be located.
Billy (Bud) Childers has been
named as head women's basketball
coach at Murray State Univettsity.
Births reported include a boy to
Connie and David Powell, a girl to
Loraine and John Bayer and a girl to
Karen and Scott Morris, June 24: a
girl to Karen and Dale Nimmo and a
boy to Caroline and Gene Starks.
June 25; a boy to Marilyn and Billy
Pritchard, June 26.
30 years ago
Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education voted to allow
residents of Henry, Stewart and
Montgomery counties in Tennessee
to attend Murray State University
for the same tuition fees as those
charged Kentucky residents.
Howard R. Crittenden, principal
of Calloway County High School
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Opening lead - eight of clubs.
To be a good declarer, you must
be a worrier. You can't afford to relax
merely because the contract looks
easy to make.
Take a case like this one, where
you're in six hearts and West leads a
club. If you win with dummy's king
and return a trump, as most declarers

would do, you go down one. West
takes the ace, plays another club,
East ruffs. and you wind up minus
100 instead of plus 1.630.
But if you're the worrying kind,
you make the contract. As soon as
dummy comes down, you start fretting about what can happen to stop
you from making the slam. It wouldn't take youlong to conclude that the
only real danger is the possibility of
a club ruff.
West's club lead, in the face of
North's club bid, looks mighty suspicious. It seems likely that he is either
trying to get a club ruff for himself or
trying to give one to his partner.
Given these circumstances, you
should look for a way to nip West's
plan in the bud. Fortunately, if you
study the situation, you find that
something can be done.
Accordingly, at trick two you lead
a spade to the ace, then cash the ace
of diamonds and ruff a diamond in
dummy. Next you discard a club on
the king of spades and lead a trump
to force out the ace. Only at this point
can you finally relax.
The deal demonstrates that a little
worrying at the right time can do a
lot of good.
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1 White be
4 Small pitcher
7 Tell a secret
11 -, Nadi, vici
12 Miscellany
13 Loan figure
14 Toward sunrise
15 Bumped into
16 Brain wave
17 Cornered
19 Went to the
polls
21 Fast plane
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24 Electric swimmer
27 Jaw part
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32 Individual
34 Sock bps
35 Deborah of old films
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1 Is suspicious
2 Map within a
map
3 Forkful of food
4 Toast topper
5 Rough
6 Swamp critter
7 Soft cheese
8 Carpenters'
need
9 Had some food
10 - - pal!

since 1966, has resigned to accept a
position as principal of Henderson
County Schools.
Deborah Elizabeth Cherry and
Ronnie Ntiel McNutt were married
June 1 at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Trellis E.
McCuiston will be married 50 years
July 4.

40 years ago
Kirksey Baptist Church will dedicate its new sancttary on July 5
with the Rev. Terry Sills, pastor. as
speaker. The church was first organized through the work of Bro. Karl
Chapman with a tent meeting in
1909.
Josiah Darnall of Murray State
College Music Department presented a program on "Playing
Construction of String Instruments"
at a meeting of Murray Kiwiinis
Club.
Linda Gray Marine and Jerry G.
Roberts were married June 21 at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Births reported include a girl R)
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Hood Jones.
June 28.
50 years ago
Dr. J.A. Outland. county health
officer for Calloway County Health
Department. has been named as registrar as for issuing birth and death
certificates.
Airman First Class Darwin B.
Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee
of Hardin, is enroute home after
serving two years in Japan. He will
now be stationed at Turner Air Force
Base, Albany, Ga.
ROTC Cadet Swann Parks. soli
of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Parks of
Murray. is taking four weas of
AFROTC training.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursdas. July I. the
183rd day of 2004. There are 183
days left in the year. This is Canada
Day.<*1>
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jujy I. 1867. Canada became
a self-governing dominion of tireat
Britain as the British North America
Act took effect.
On this date:
In 1863, the Civil War Battle ot
Gettysburg began.
In 1898. during the SpanishAmerican War. Theodore Rooseelt
and his "Rough Riders" waged a
victorious assault on 'San Juan Hill
in Cuba.
In 1941. delegates from 44 countries began meeting at Bretton
Woods, N.H.. where the agreed to
establish the International Moneiary
Fund and the World Bank.
In 1946. the United States
exploded a 20-kiloton atomic bomb
near Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
In 1948. New York International
Airport (now John F. Kenneds
International Airport) at Idlew ild
was officially opened.
In 1948, the fare on Ness York
City subways doubled from a nickel
to 10 cents.
in 1961, Diana, the princess ())
Wales, was born near Sandringhai».
England. (She ,died in va 1997 car
crash in Paris at age 36.)
In 1968. the United Stales.
Britain. the Soviet Union and 58
other nations signed tfie Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treats.
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Thirteen to participate in Freedom Fest talent show
Thirteen of the area'a most talented people will show off their vocal
stylings on Murray's Court Square
Patricia Cavanah, of Kevil, has
on Saturday at II am. This is the
gospel music for one
second year for this event, and it is been singing
Neblett. Patricia is
Grady
with
year
sure to be a crowd favorite!
I7-years-old and sings actively with
"I think incorporating the talent her high school. She has been a
competition into the Street Fair member of kaleidoscope for two
entertainment will allow more peo- years and a choir member for the
ple to come and enjoy this event," past four years.
said Regina Clark, assistant director
Lyndsey Cleaver, of Benton, is
for Freedom Fest.
no stranger to performing. She has
Aaren Cadd, of Murray, is 17- competed in the Kentucky Opry and
years-old and has been an All-State Hardin Day Talent Shows, the
Choir member for the past eight WGKY 96 Classic Country
years. She has been accepted into Showdown and Paducah Downtown
the West Minister choral camp in after Dark. She has two years of
New Jersey for the past two years. voice lessons and sings in the
She has performed in variety shows, Marshall County High School
the Kentucky Opry and twice at Choir.
Freedom Fest. She is also a member
Kayla Crutcher, of Murray, has
of the Quad State and All District
been singing since the age of five.
Choir.
This is the second year that Kayla
Allie Mae Carter, of Benton, may has competed it this competition.
only be eight-years-Old, but already She sings in the choir and on occahas legions of fans. Everyone from sion accompanies her father's band.
her stuffed tigers to her pet dog She is ready to give 110 percent in
Rosie love to hear her sing. Allie the competition and says that
will be singing "Travelin' Soldier."

FREEDOM:MIT

-To me, when you're a writer
and somebody comes up to you
and says those things, that's an
accomplishment that can't he
touched," said Wayne, who said he
has also become quite adept at
observing others and putting their
situations into words.
-With 'Stay Gone,' it was like
that. That song was about my sister, and one day, she was just saying. 'Stay gone, stay gone,' and it
was about her ex-husband. She
just wanted him to stay in the
past
That goes for some of Wayne's
life, too. At 7. he was in the back
seat of a car when the driver's side
door hurst open and the man
behind the wheel was attacked by
another with a hatchet. He broke
into occupied houses and stole
food off the table and even had a
loaded gun pointed at his head at
13 by his stepfather. Only a reactive brush of his stepfather's arm
caused a shot to miss him.
Now, life is much brighter with
fun times like helping present fellow Dreamworks Nashville labelmate Toby Keith with one of his
four awards during the 39th
Annual Academy of Country
Music Awards show in Las Vegas.
Nev., in May and eating fried
chicken in the back of a limousine
with fellow newcomer Buddy
Jewell after a recent show.
There are other times from earlier, though. he recalls fondly. A
family opened their home to him at
16, setting him on his path to a better life and also helping lead to
perhaps his most influential music
moment. While in high school, a
prison inmate visited his high
school for an anti-drugs talk and
used his voice and a guitar for the
occasion; Wayne said, as he
watched that inmate, Jody Lee
Hagan. he realized what he wanted
to do -- minus serving time.
"Here he is saying, 'Don't be
like me," but I'm actually thinking. yes. that's what I want to do."
said Wayne. who later worked in
Hagan's prison. "You know, it's
the weirdest thing. When I went
home recently. I sang at that very
high school. And the night before.
I walked into a restaurant and there
he was. He told me he's still
singing.Wayne will he appearing before
headliner Evans. whose hits "Born
to Hy" and -I Could Not Ask for
More- bOth reached No. I on the
, charts two years ago. He said he is
a Ian of her music, noting that he
:has been on the same stage with
her in the past.
"She.has the kind of voice that
YOU don't forget," Wayne said.
-When you hear one of her songs,
it has the kind of sound that you
can't get out of your head."
lie also said,,he is looking forward to Anderson's appearance as
ssell, which will bring back one of
his more pleasant childhood memories.
"I remember that I'd be loading
wood at home and 'Swingin"
would he playing on the radio,"
Wayne said of the singer of that
1980s smash, along with additional hits from his '90s effort
"Seminole Wind." "I love his
work, lie has a very distinct voice.
and that's what makes his stuff so

singing is in her blood. "It's something God gave me, and I use it."
DarBy Haas, of Owensboro, is a
20-year-old soloist. She enjoys
singing in various fairs and festivals.
DarBy occasionally performs at the
Nashville Palace and the Basement.
In this year's talent competition, she
will be singing "Streets of Heaven."
Lindsay Jackson. of Paducah, has
a long history of performing. She
began singing publicly at the age of
nine. Lindsay took first-place and
overall winner at the Coca-Cola
McCracken County Fair Talent
Show. She has also been a finalist in
the Talent Search TV Contest at the
Trap in Nashville. Lindsay will be
singing, -The Trouble with Love"
by Kelly Clarkson in this year's talent competition.
Paul Jolley, of Palmersville, TN,
is a fourteen-year-old bringing
another voice to the stage. He has
participated in Stars of tomorrow at
the Kentucky Opry for the past two
years.
Kennedy Jones, of Murray, is a

newcomer to public performances.
She began singing for her family at
the age of three. She enjoys singing
and has a love for the National
Anthem. Kennedy may only be
four-years-old, but she knows every
word to -The Star-Spangled
Banner."
Ray Ligon, of Madisonville, will
be playing original material. He
placed second at Hardin Days talent
show and the "Colgate Country
Showdown." Ray has participated in
various talent competitions around
the area.
Lucinda Porter, of Slaughters, is
another of our talented competitors.
The 18-year-old has been a headliner at Goldie's Opry House and a
local winner of Colgate Country
Showdown. She has.performed the
National Anthem at local sporting
events. Lucinda will be singing,
"Take it Back" by Reba McEntire.
Hannah Richardson, of Murray,
is no stranger to performing. This
young singer has competed in her
schools talent shows and sings in a
school and church choir. She has

also performed in several plays at
Playhouse in the Park including
Charlotte's Web, Alice, and The
Best Christmas Pageant Ever. This
is Hannah's second time to perform
at Freedom Fest.
Rachael Smith, of Benton, began
singing in church. She has been
publicly singing for seven years.
Rachael has performed at the
Kentucky Opry and Relay for Life
Talent Show. She loves to entertain
and will be singing, "I Hope You
Dance" by LeeAnn Womak.
Judging the contest will be local
radio personality, Joe Pat James.
This will be Joe Pat's second year to
be a part of this activity. Tressa
Wilham of, the Broadway Dance
Center in New York City will be the
second judge for the,fvening. "I am
honored to have been asked to participate in such an important event
in my hometown area," Tressa said.
The final judge for the evening will
be Roger Reichmuth. Roger is the
former chair of the Murray State
Music Department and is currently a
,professor at the university.

LARGE SELECTION OF ASHLEY
BEDROOM SETS - ALL ON SALE!

• Jewelry Armoires
• Curio Cabinets
•Computer Desks
• Home Office
•Swivel Rockers
• Glider Rockers
• Recliners
• Iceper Sofas
• Bedrooms

Recliner

• Living Rooms
• Dining Rooms
• Occasional Tables
• Lamps
• Pictures
• Bedding
• Bombe Chests
• Entertainment Centers
• Table Top Accessories

Don't risk your

Investment by going
to one of those
"here today - gone
tomorrow" stores...
Fleming Furniture

will be here
tomorrow to back up
what they sell today!

BOB
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Auto
Form
IRA's
Nursing Home

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 751-.1703
www kfbmurray.com

Queen Set
'399
Twin Size Set
'449
Full Size Set
'699
King Size Set

FLEMING FURNITURE

PLUSH

Queen Set
'599
Twin Size Set
'649
Full Size Set
'999
King Size Set

FIRM OR PLUSH

Queen Set
'649
Twin Size Set
'749
Full Size Set
'1149
King Size Set
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